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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 01', THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 UNIDO has established a Program Development Support Unit (PDSU) in 
Vienna with the task of creating integrated programs of support for industrial development in 
Africa as part of the intem1tional effort behind the second Industrial Development Decade for 
Africa (IDDA II). Sev'!ral sectors contributing to industrial inputs for agriculture are under 
study, including the agricultural machinery industry (AMI). 

12 The PDSU has adopted a systems approach to these studies. Thus, all 
components of an industrial system, from the environment in which it operato, through inputs 
and production to the product list and distnbution to the whole spectrum of market sectors are 
analysed in relation to one another to identify weaknesses within components and in the 
linkages between them. Indicative programs are then designed to alleviate constraints and 
strengthen weak points to improve both the contribution the AMI can make to agricultural 
development and its own prosperity and development as an industrial sector. 

1.3 To rationalise the task of compiling programs for some fifty countries and in the 
expectation that some countries might be grouped as having similar needs, the PDSU has 
developed a typological grouping system. Analysis of common variables applicable to the 
:tgricultural machinery industry system (AMIS) has indicted that the fifty countries can be 
divided into six groups. The character of each group is distinct. Group I countries are largely ~If 
sufficient. Groups II to V are increasingly less self sufficient with increasingly smaller markets 
and weaker industrial sectors. Group VI countries, while not strong industrially, are prosperous 
for other reasons and not in great need of assistance. 

· 1.4 One or more sample countries have been selected from each group for field 
study and for the elaboration of an integrated program of projects which, at this stage, is to be 
indicative of the assistance needed and indicative, also, of the type of program which might be 
replicated for use in other countries of the same typlological group. 

1.5 This report covers an indicative, integrated program of developmenr for the 
agricultural machinery industry in Tanzania. It was compiled after ciesk studies in Vienn:i and a 
three-week field trip to Tanzania in January 1990. Government officials in the ministries 
concerned, offic.ials of the various institutions involved in AMIS in Tanzania and manufacturers 
of agricultural tools and equipment were all invited to c.ontribute to discus.~ion of the problems 
and opportunities for AMIS in Tanzania. 

1.6 Tanzania is in Typological Group II, with Zambia, Mozambique, Malawi, 
Cameroon, Senegal and Cote d'Ivoire : all countries with aJ?ricultural systems based on peasant 
farming using mostly hand tool and animal draught cultivation and with some development of 
tractor power on plantations and estates. In all of these countries there is relatively weak 
industrial development but AMIS is represented on both artisanal and industrial levels. This 
existing base coupled with the potential market for farm tools and implements suggests that 
development assistance could produce a good response in terms of industrial expansicn in these 
countries. 

1.7 The Tanzanian economy is characterised by massive investment in industry, 
including AMIS, but without parallel development of markets for industrial products, 
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particularly in the case of AMIS. Rapid population growth and industrial demand for 
agricultural raw materials provide a good base for agricultural growth and an increase in 
productivity in this sector requires development of mechanisation and offers good opportunities 
for AMIS. Annex 1 giv~ further details of the Tanzanian economy and background to the 
report. 

1.8 Failure ot centrally planned economic systems established following 
independence in the 1960s has led to revised economic policies including an enhanced role for 
private investment and free enterprise in a more market-oriented system. Rehabilitation of 
AMIS therefore would be a timely intervention in support of industrial and agricultural 
development. 

1.9 This report is indicative in the sense that it proposes a strategy and a program 
broadly in line with what appear to be the major concerns of Government policy and the current 
status of the AMI system and the markets it is intended to serve. However it is the result of a 
relatively brief and superficial study of a situation in which others have spent much longer 
periods on detailed surveys and in direct contact with the Tanzanian farmers in order to 
understand their needs. The report is therefore intended as a basis for discussion and further 
development of the ideas expressed rather than a definitive pronouncement on the subject of 
AMIS in Tanzania. 
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2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

2.1 In the absence of a formally defined strategy for agricultural mechanisation in 
Tanzania and the absence also of accurate statistics covering the use and demand for AMI 
products, assumptions have been made on the basis of stated Government policy and on 
published data concerning the size and structure of the agricultural economy of Tanzania. 

22 Analysis on the above basis of potential demand compared with installed 
productio!l capacity leads to the conclusion that, for hand tools, investments already made in 
production plant are sufficient to enable the AMI ~)'Stem to meet demand at least through the 
first half of this decade while, for animal draught implements, an increase in productive 
capacity may be required. For tractor drawn equipment, factory capacity is unlikely to yield more 
than half of anticipated demand. 

2.3 At present, demand is weaker than might be expected. Farm incomes have been 
serhusly affected by deficiencies in the state controlled marketing system for agricultural 
produce. Failure to buy the crops produced is compounded with severe shortage of transport 
and liquidity problems in the system that have led to prolo!Jged delays in payment to farmers. 
These factors have combined with low prices for agricultural produce to deprive AMI consumers 
of purchasing power. Present Government policies to increase crop prices and projects 
designed to strengthen the crop marketing infrastructure will improve the situation. 

2.4 Industrial capacity in the AMI system is under-utilised because demand has been 
constrained (see above 2.3) and because production facilities have deteriorated under weak 
management systems allied to the centrally p:anned nature of the Tanzanian economy. 

25 The Tanzanian economy and political system are moving towards reversion to a 
market oriented system and the opportunity therefore exists to revitalise AMIS through 
management training, plant rehabilitation ami rationalisation of inputs. However, strict 
adherence to Government policy in sensitive areas is advised because the trends mentioned 
above have yet to rereive full acceptance by the governing Party. 

2.6 The institutions needed to support AMIS in Tanzania are in place but require 
strengthening and better integration in ord.!r to play their full and intended part in AMI 
development. 

2. 7 Future demand for food and industrial products from the agricultural system will 
increase considerably to feed a rapidly growing population and provide materials for agro
ind us trial exports. Agricultural land is not a constraint but the level of aJricultural 
mechanisation will have to be raised in order to achieve the required productivity from human 
resources in agriculture. 

2.8 Mechanisation development in Tanzania may be defined initially in terms of 
uansition from hand tool cultivation towards development of animal draught systems. Tnc use 
of tractor power will depend on the rate at which the agricultural industry reverts to a market 
oriented system in which foreign investmen'. in commercial production of industrial crops may 
once again play an important role and in which an emergent sector of local commercial farming 
may assume more importance. 

2.9 The predominance of hand tool agriculture requiro. a well developed source of 
high quality tools. However rapidly ?nimal draught systems may develop, hand tools will still be 
in demand for O;:'erations other than simple tillage. While bulk supplies should be sourced on 
industrial producer~ in 1 anzania, the artisanal sector needs support in view of its role in the 
small rural industry sector and its capability for specialised production of local variants of hand 
lools .. 
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2. 10 Accelerated development of animal draught tillage in line with govcrnmcrai 
policy requires an adequate local source of implements appropriate to local conditions and 
attuned to local demand. These sources already exist, in principle, in Tanzania but require 
rehabilitation as mentioned above. 

2.11 Despite the relatively low importance of tractor powered systems at present, they 
do have a role in market sectors such as plantations and estates, larger farms (see paragraph 2.8) 
and equipment hire schemes. There is already a oonsiderable population of tractors (12-18,000, 
depending on data source), probably 25% of which have been assembled in Tanzania. These 
need to be maintained as a national resource, replaced at an appropriate rate and provided with 
an adequate range of implements which, for the time being, should be imported. Calculation to 
determine demand for tractors and implements has been based simply on present intensity of 
use and the predicted increase in area under cultivation. 

~12 While some AMI producers may find it worthwhile to consider the system?tic 
development of production of tractor drawn implements and the local assembly of tractors may 
b.'! capable of further development, it is suggested that such developments should be self 
energising and that international efforts to support the AMI system should be concentrated en 
the hand tool and animal draught implement sectors. 

2.13 In view of the considerations expressed above, a program has been designed io 
support and develop the AMI system in Tanzania by means of the following activities: 

Strengthening the institutional framework in which the industry operates; 

Strengthening the supply of raw materials and romponents to the industry; 

Strengthening the industry's management and marketing capabilities; 

Rehabilitating worn plant; 

Adding plant where required to complement and balance existing facilities. 

2.14 The program suggested is planned for implementation in logical sequence over 
the decade between 1991 and 2000, depending on the timing of funding cycles. Most of the 
projects would be of · .. Jtue by themselves but if joined with the others in an integrated package. 
would produce a compound effect, enhancing the contributior1 of the individual projects. 

2.15 There are 15 technical assistance projects in the program. Some of these arc 
quite small and are addressed to individual targets such as feasibility studies preliminary to •he 
installation of specific plant items. Others are large; broad enough in scope to bring about 
changes in the whole industry or in the ministry responsible for it, in response to the challenge.\ 
of the marketing approach required for deveiopment. The program also contain:; four 
investment projects, three of which are dependent on feasibility studie.s while the other is a 
comprehensive rehabilitation project designed to restore the major AMIS producers to full 
productive capacity and to provide items of plant needed to balance their facili~•~. 

2.16 Initial estimates suggest that the total cost of the program would be about 
US$3m of which S2m would be technical assistance. 
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2.17 

' 

The bcr.cfits generated by the program are expected to be: 

Increast...~ local production: 10-11,000 tons, worth $20mf:rear; 

Increased value added : $7-8m!year; 

Increased arable area; 

Improved agricultural productivity; 

Increased employment; 

Generally improved quality of rural life; 
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3. PROGRAM CONTEXT 

3.1 Comp0nents and Linkages 

Rererence to the Base Diagram (Diagram 3.1) shows the major comp:ments of 
the system and the linkages between them. The market for AMI products is unsophisticatetJ. 
Probably only 5% of cultivation is by tra:tor-drawn implements. A further 10% of cultivation is 
by ox-drawn ploughs and the remaining 85% is by hand hoe. The AMI production spectrum is 
therefore largely composed of hand hoes and rdated tools with a slowly growing trend to ox 
ploughs. Raw materials and complex components are imported. A relatively small number of 
enterprises manufacture most of the AMI products, the balance being made by a large number 
of rural artisans. Imports of whole goods are now limited to about half the tractors and some of 
the tractor drawn implements sold each year. Distnoution is either direct to consumers or via a 
variety of public and private sector trading organisations. Support to users is provided either by 
the retailing organisation or by local workshops. 

3.2 Demand for AMI Products 

Table 3.1 shows historic demand for the more important AMI products and a 
tentative forecast of future needs. Any forecast. and the program by which it may be met, should 
be the· subject of a logically designed strategy for mechanisation of agriculture based on crop 
production programs and farming systems which are more properly the province of the Ministry 
of Agriculture. However, from an industrial point of view, certain basic assumpiions can be 
made and provision retained for adaptation to a detailed mechanisation strategy once this has 
been elaborated. For instance, it may be assumed that while there may be some development of 
tractor powered mechanisation, the basic demand over the next decade or so will presumably be 
for improvements to, and expansion of, the range of ox-drawn implements and hand tools. 
Several studies have been made of the Tanzanian market for farm tools and implements. Most 
of them seem to have concentrated on identification of the existing market at various times in 
t'" ~ 1970s and 1980s. Results of these studies vary considerably. In the paragraphs that follow, a 
fairly cautious approach has been adopted, steering a middle course between the limits 
suggested by others. The figures quoted should not be taken as other than rough estimates. The 
eventual strategy to be adopted for planning and sourcing AMI products shoul<S be dynamic 
enough to mould supply reasonably accurately to demand on the basis of the feedback loops 
built into a proper marketing system. 

3.3 Market Trends 

Demographic growth may double the population within the next twenty years. 
Per capita food production has declined by about 15% in the last ten years and nutritional levels 
are below even Africa's average (FAO Yearbook, 1988). There is, therefore, considerable need 
for expansion of food production and a need to increase productivity since, in addition to the 
need to improve rural living standards, the growth rate of the rural labour force is slower than 
growth of urban populations. Some expansion oi arabie iand area is feasibie and current 
Government policy requires a 5% annual increase. However, much of the increase in production 
may have to come from improvements to mechani~ation. While other means of increasing 
output still have to be imported to a greater extent mechanisation makes better use of local 
resources including human and animal power. An assured and expanding market for AMI 
products would therefore seem to provide a sound base for development of the industry. 

In th.e forecast given in Table 3.1 an increase in arable area of 5% per year is 
derived from Government plans. A growth rate of 2.5% has been used for the rural population 
with the result that the number off arming units (based on a family of 5) may be expected to 
increase by about 20% by the year 2000 to about five million, with a concurrent increase in size 
of abbut 40% to I.Sha. The frequency spread of farm size distribution is not known at this 'tage. 
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A noticeable feature of the historic demand pattern is the small number of implements per 
farming unit ar.d per po~r unit. As farming returns to prosperity as a result of better pricing 
policies, farmers will be able to equip themselves more adequately, particularly in respect of 
planting and weeding implements. Annex 2 gives a more detailed breakdown of projected 
demand. In Table A22 estimates are shown of the number of implements per farming unit, the 
life span of each type and an estimate, also, of the extent to which this theoretical demand might 
be realisable, given the current state of extension of technology among peasant farmers and the 
unknown order of priorities with which they view their own feeble purchasing power. While the 
factors used are estimations rather than the results of research, the results, in the case of the 
major items in the list, agree broadly with estimates made by others including, for example, 
Mothander. Kjaerby and HaV0CY1lc in their hook, •farm Implements for Small Scale Farmers in 
Tanzania• (Scandinavian Institute of African Studies. Uppsala, 1989) in which prior studies have 
been reviewed and in which demand is analysed in terms of regional variations, soil types, 
cropping patterns and cultural preferences. 

No attempt has been made to forecast a change in the pattern of tractor use. It 
may be assumed, however, that the use of tractors by rural communities expacding their cropped 
area will produce a need for additional machinery. Also, there has been some resumption of 
investment in plantations, much of it from overseas, and this is expected to increase tractor sales. 
If the level of usage remains constant at 347ha/tractor (assuming 12,000 tractors in operation), 
there will be a requirement for the present pop.dation to increase to ~25.000. Together with 
replacements for existing machines, an annual demand for 3,000-4,000 tractors seems likely and 
implements in similar numbers will be needed to work with the tractors. 

Demand forecasts shown in Annex 2 include additional columns to show the 
influence of improvements in extension of mechanisation and general agricultural technology 
and of the effect of extension together with active marketing for the years 1995 and 2000. In 
Table 3.1 below, these projections have been summarised. The enhancements due to extension 
and marketing h:we been included for animal draught equipment but not for hand tools. This 
change of balance may be assumed to reflect a slight uplift in the level of mechanisation over the 
period. 
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Table 3.1 

Demand for AMI Products in Tanzania 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Product \Year 1980 1990 1995 2000 

------ ------------------------------------------

1. Hand Tools (OOC>) 

Hoe 2,710 
Machelle 1,230 
Axe 200 
Sickle 124 
Gr.m Slasher 90 
Hand Sprayer 18 
Wheel Barrow 

2. Animal draught (no.) 

Plough 10,400 
Plough Share na 
Plough Chain na 
Harrow 1,200 
Furrower na 
Cultivator 500 
Ox Can 900 

3. Tractor draught (no.) 

Tractor 700 
Plough 800 
Harrow 500 
Cultivator 200 
Planter 140 
Drill 120 
Trailer 350 

A more complete table is given in Appendix 2 

Source : See Par. 3.3 above 

3.4 Production 

3,000 3,500 4,000 
1,245 1,400 1,600 

2(J() 300 330 
125 140 160 
100 120 135 
25 28 32 
8 9 11 

47,000 55,000 72,000 
500,000 550,000 720,000 
156,000 185,000 240,000 

500 600 770 
1,000 1,200 1,600 

170 200 250 
12,500 14,800 19,200 

1,200 3,000 3,750 
1,200 3,000 3,750 

600 1,500 1,900 
350 1,000 1,100 
300 750 950 

10 11 12 
1,200 3,000 3,750 

Table 3.2 shows the major sources of AMI products used in Tanzania in recent 
history, together with the designed capacity of eat:h source. Despite ample capacity in some 
areas, actual demand has not always been met. Conversely, in some years production has been in 
excess of actual demand for some items due to factors such as poor communication and lower 
than usual purchasing power in the market. The program described in this report is designed to 
address these problems. The figures given have been derived from a number of sources and it is 
possible that product mix in any one plant in a specific year may be different to that shown. Also, 
theoretical capacity in some cases has been drastically reduced by the worn state of production 
equipment. In the case of ZZK, on the other hand, improved production management has 

· raised output of some items to higher leveli> than originally planned. A brief description of the 
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principal AMI producers is given below ;md in more detai! in A."ncx 5. 

3.4. l Ubungo Farm lmpkments Manufacturing Company (UFI) 

Established in c01laboration with the Peoples Republic of China, I · 
commenced production in 1970 as the flagship of the Tanzanian public sector AMI prodL rs 
with a work force of 650 and instaiietl capacity of 3,600 tons, mainly in hoes, ox ploughs . .J 
plough shares produced on three hot forging lines plus a small foundry. Located in Dar e 
Salaam. UA also has responsibility for managing and distnbuting public sector importatiop· 
AMI producrc:. 

3.42 zana za Kilimo Limited (ZZK) 

In collaboration with India. ZZK was establis~d in Mbeya in 1974 to make hand 
tools and ploughs with a capacity of about 3, 700 tons and a work force of 245. The production 
line proved to be poorly designed and output was below expectations until SIDA funded a 
management contract with a Swedish company in 1985. Missing items of plant are being installed 
and other items surplus to requirements are being sold off. By 1989 production of some items 
was in excess of original design capacity, using only a portion of the plant. Management re
strucluring is also starting to produce results. 

3.43 Mwanza Farm Implements Factory 

The Bulgarian Government financed the installation of this plant which was 
originally destined for production or tractor drawn implements and irrigation equipment but 
included hand tools and ox ploughs as side lines. Installed capacity is about 5,600 tons and the 
factory commenced production in the late 1980s. 

3.4.4 Small Industries Development Organisation (SIDO) 

A Government body responsible for establishment or small industries on the 
basis of industrial parks with shared facilities. SIDO also watches over development of the 
artisanal sector. Depending on the region, there are said to be wetal workers throughout the 
rural community to the extent or 0.1-0.3% of the population. This indicates a possible 
productive force of, say, 20,000 artisans with a potential output or 4,000 tons or miscellaneous 
domestic and agricultural products and repair parts if properly equipped and provided with 
regular supplies or raw materials. SIDO also looks after a number or small scale industrial 
enterprises producing ox carts, ploughs and hand tools. A number or projects finan~.d by SIDA, 
FRG, Holland and UNIDO have provided assistance to this sector for varying periods during 
the last ten years. 

3.4.S Rural Craft Workshops 

:;ome iiiteen pubiic workshops were estabiished under responsibiiity uf ihc 
Ministry of Agriculture for production or items such as ox carts, wheel barrows, hand carts, 
furniture and hou.~hold fittin~. Auistance for some was provided by FRG and some had local 
support from CAMARTEC. Quality or management and product has yet to reach acceptable 
levels. 

3.4.6 Private Workshops 

There are possibly 10 private workshops employing 5-10 workers, 10-15 mission
run workshops and a mur.h larger number of small open-air workshops scattered through out the 
country, making a varied range or items which often includes ox carts. 
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3.4.7 Metal Engineering Industries Devt-lopment Association (MEIDA) 

An association of medium-scale industries established in 1979 with Swedish 
assistance, MEIDA produced, in 1983, a study describing a selection of member companies 
capable of producing farm tools alongside their regular run of furniture, windows and other 
metal items. Three or four companies actually qualify as AMI producers. 

Table 3.2 

Manufacturing Capacity for AMI Products in Tanzania 

Product I Source UFl ZZK Mwanza SIOO MEIDA TIIEMI TOTAL 

1. Hand Tools (000) 

Hoe 2,000 
Machette 
Axe 
ShoveIJSpade 
Sickle 
Grass Slasher 60 
Hand Sprayer 
Wheel Barrow 

2. Animal draught (no.) 

Plough 
Plough Share 
Plough Chain 
Harrow 
Furrower 
Cultivator 
Ox Cart 

3. Tractor draught (no.) 

Tractor (TAMC) 
Plough 
Harrow 
Cultivator 
Planter 
Drill 
Trailer (TI.LC) 

20,000 
100,000 

750 
900 
250 

50 
75 
6 

20 
6 

15,000 

1,000 

800 
500 
200 

1,900 
200 

20 
105 

10 

10,000 

4,000 

4,000 

550 
1,100 

490 
500 

50 

70 

5,000 
40,000 

680 

A more complete table with source information is given in Annex 2. 

250 
250 

300 

5,000 

3.5 Relatiom;hip between Supply and Demand for AMI Product~ 

2,000 

650 

4,950 
1,350 

270 
455 

75 
B6 
30 
6 

55,000 
142,000 

0 
5,680 

0 
4,000 

650 

1,500 
1,350 
1,600 
69a 
500 

0 
600 

Table 3.3 shows the '-apability of the AMI system to meet current and expected 
demand. On the assumption that theoretical capacity may be restored and that all necessary 
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inputs are available, it would appear that demand for band tools should be met from available 
productive capacity, as long as production is rationally planned, at least up to 1995. After that. 
total capacity may be insufficient : depending on the rate at which animal draught overtakes 
hand tool cultivation and the rate at which productivity in the major AMI producers can be 
improved. In the case of animal draught implements, there is a considerable deficiL Since these 
are produced, mainly, by the same factories as the hand tools, rational decisions will have to be 
made on choice of product to make. The calculation of this balance in terms of weight of 
product (Table 3.4) illustrates this point more clearly, especially when due consideration is given 
to reports that the principal factories have seldom, if ever, worked at full capacity. In Table 3.4 
and Table A2.4, Annex 2, the effect on this balance of an effective level of capacity at only 60% 
of the theoretical level is shown. It has been repvrted that existing constraints have reduced 
effective capacity to, or below, this level. 

From these calculations it appears that while the situa,ion in 1990 appears 
satisfactory (at the theoretical level), there is no room for complacency and decisions on 
resource planning should be directed to restoring full productive capacity and decisions about 
future strategy should be taken while there is still time to plan for expansion. Tractor drawn 
implements further complicate this picture, (whatever the value given for future demand) 
particularly since they require a higher degree of technology to withstand the greater stresses 
placed on them. In the case of the tractor drawn implements estimates are provisional and tend 
towards increase in use of tined implements and decrease in use of ploughs ar.d disc harrows in 
recognition of cultivation system requirements of semi-arid areas. 

Another factor in these calculations is the requirement for small processing 
machines such as shellers, mills, hullers, pulpers and water pumps. These tend to be produced by 
a different sector, the heavier, multi-purpose factories, rather than the specialised implement 
producers. Nevertheless, they should be included in the planning of equipment for the 
agricultural sector. Figures have been included in Annex 2, mainly based on an ownership 
pattern of 1 % of the rural farming units, as an indication of the potential 

Any strategy for sourcing requirements will need to consider the relative merits 
of further investment in productive facilities compared with the merits of importation and the 
mix of product that might be derived from either source. For example, it may, at some time, be 
pref er able to obtain hand tools from the artisanal sector, supplemente<! by imports from a low 
cost source such as China, while concentrating the resources of the industrial sector on a more 
profitable mix of animal and tractor draught implements. Policy decisions on factors such as 
tariff structure will then be required to safeguard the industry. Also in this connection, specific 
components such as ground-engaging parts (shares, shovels, duck feet and discs) should. perhaps 
be sourced from specialist manufacturers possessing the technology to produce the required 
durability. Moves towards welded fabrication rather than forging and toolbar style implement'\ 
for animal draught (vide CAMARTEC and THEMI) rather than simple ploughs are also 
avenues to be explored. Questions of str<'.':gy are explored in Section 4 below. 
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Tablc33 

Balance between Supply and Demand 

(numbers of pieces) 

---------- --- ---------- -----------------------
Product \Year 1990 1995 2000 

·--~~----~-------------------------~---

1. Hand Tools (000) 

Hoe 1,837 1,428 965 
Machelle 105 -58 -244 
Axe 11 -23 -62 
Shovel/Spade 223 192 157 
Sickle -50 -66 -84 
Grass Slasher 32 19 3 
Hand Sprayer 5 2 -2 
Wheel Barrow -2 -3 -5 

2. Animal draught (no.) 

Plough 8,300 -3,242 -17,000 
Plough Share -325,000 -440,000 -578,000 
Plough Cliain -155,640 -194,000 -240,000 
Harrow 5,180 5,060 4,900 
Furrower -1,000 -1,300 -1,600 
Cultivator 3,800 3,800 3,700 
Ox Cart -12000 -15,000 -18,500 

3. Tractor draught {no.) 

Tractor 300 -1,700 -2,200 
Plough 150 -1,800 -2,400 
Harrow 1,000 0 270 
Cultivator 330 -275 -400 
Planter 200 -300 -400 
Drill -10 -11 -12 
Trailer -1,200 -3,200 -3,750 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------
A more complete table is given in Annex 2. 
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Table3.4 

Balance between Supply and Demand 

(weight of product in tons) 

-------------------· -------------------------------------------

1. Demand 

1990 
1995 
2000 

2. Supply 

UH 
ZZK 
Mwanza 
SIDO 
MEIDA 
Others 

Hand 
Tools 

7,()()() 
S,500 
9,700 

2,750 
2,691 
3,030 

223 
950 

0 

Animal 
Draught 

3,700 
4,150 
5,650 

920 
580 
680 
1K7 
180 
176 

Tractor 
Drawn 

2,553 
6,211 
7,968 

0 
480 

1,405 
0 
0 

1,217 

Total 
Weight 

13,853 
18,861 
23,318 

3,670 
3,751 
5,115 

510 
1,130 
1,393 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 9,644 2,823 3,102 15,569 
Total@60% 5,186 1,694 1,861 9,341 

3. Balance 

1990 2,044 -877 549 1,716 
1990(@60%) -1,814 -2,006 -692· -4,512 

1995 1,144 -1,317 -3,109 -3,282 
1995 (@60%) -2, 714 -2,456 -4,350 -9,520 

2000 -56 -2,827 -4,866 -7,749 
2000(@60%) -3,914 -3,956 -6,107 -13,977 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.6 Imports 

The shortfall in supply is theoretically made up by importation (to the extent that 
demand is satisfied). Figures published by F AO suggest that imports of implements averaged 
about 80m Tanzanian Shillings per year between 1983 and 1987. Depending on the exchange 
rate at the time and the product mix, this might have represented 100-200 tons of AMI products 
and appears small compared with the figure or about $16m for total machinery imports. If 
tractors are deducted from this figure, the balance would appear to equate more nearly to 3,000 
tons or miscellaneous items classified as agricultural machinery, amounting to about 20% of the 
local market. Hand tool imports come largely from Chillington (UK or Brazil), India or China. 
Animal draught implements have been imported from Zambia and India. Tractor drawn 
implements may be imported from Europe together with tractors or from Zimbabwe as a 

· member of the PT A UFJ holds the official franchise for larm tool and implement importation 
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and distribution. It has been suggested that inefficient local production has been subsidised by 
profits from imported implements and that local production at low levels of plant utilisation is 
uncompetitive \\ith imported g~ds. Government policy, however emphasises the importance of 
self sufficiency in production of agricultural inputs such as farm tools and seeks to minimise 
reliance on importation. 

3.7 Agricuitural Context 

Agriculture is, and is likely to remain, the basis of the Tanzailian economy. It 
employs over 80% of the population, contributes about 60% to GDP and over 80% of export 
revenues as well as supplying industry with raw materials. Table 3.5 shows the main 
characteristics of Tanzanian agriculture. Regional variations in climate and altitude produce an 
environment in which a wide variety of crops may be grown but soils tend to be fragile and, while 
the area of potentially arable land is not a constraint, it is vulnerable to erosion and drought in 
some areas. Low crop prices and a weak marketing system have redu..:ed motivation and 
economic ability among farmers to take advantage of modem methods and the technology l~-e: 
remains low. Recent policy adjustments, particularly on crop pricing, will remove some 
constraints. Internationally funded projects are in hand to rehabilitate the institutional 
framework for research, extension and marketing. Substantial price increases awarded recently 
favour production of wheat, rice and beans, to some extent at tf\e expense of maize and cassava 
which have suffered disease problems and falling demand. No formal strategy has been laid 
down for mechanisation of Tanzanian agriculture but Government policy is supportive of 
development of animal draught systems and a foundation for technological development has 
been laid in national research and development institutions and training centres. Progress has 
been hampered, until recently, by the low purchasing power of the customer base but, as 
mentioned above, crop pricing policy is being adjusted to stimulate food production. Prices of 
strategic crops and of farm machinery are controlled. The overall policy of the Tanzanian 
Government is to strive for self sufficiency in both food production and the means of production 
and to develop crops with potential for industrial processing and export. 
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Product \Year 

L Food Crops (OOOt) 
Production 

Maize 
Cassava 
Millet/Sorghum 
Paddy 
Pulses 
Wheat 

2. Industrial Crops 
(OOOt Purchased) 

Seed Cotton 
Coffee 
Sisal 
Cashew Nuts (raw) 
Tea 
Pyrethrum 

1981/2 

1,654 
1,658 

970 
320 
297 
95 

133 
55 
61 
44 
16 
2 

Table 3-5 

Agriculture in Tanzania 

1984/5 

2,067 
i,923 

850 
425 
406 
83 

155 
48 
32 
33 
17 

1.5 

198718 

2,359 
1,709 

954 
644 
424 
72 

226 
50 
36 
20 
17 
1 

~~~-~-----·---------------------~~--~----------------~-~---~~~~~~~-

Source: UNIOO Survey 

3.8 In.-.titutional Context 

An important aspect of the institutional framework for AMI systems is the 
Tanzanian Government's intention to pursue the goals embodied in the Arusha Declaration in 
1967 which set the framework for social development in which the state would play the major 
role in production and distribution and rural systems would be developed along communal lines. 
Management capability in the public sector has never been developed sufficiently to meet these 
goals and current trends are towards less public sector involvement and control, liberalisation of 
some aspects of the economy and involvement of the private sector in a more market-oriented 
system. The fact remains. however. that much of the AMI system is still in the public sector and 
some clements are likely lo remain tuerc. 

1he Ministry of Industry exercises control over pubic sector enterprises through 
the National Development Corporation and also plays an important role in controlling inputs 
such as raw materials into private sector manufacturers. Industrial policy favours the creation of 
a geographical spread of manufacturing industries, particularly those which serve agriculture. 
Industrial parks have been established in major population centres throughout the country's 
main regions. Institutions related to the AMI system arc shown in the Base Diagram. 
Potentially, at least, the AMI system would appear to be well served by supportive institutions 
which could provide a good basis for development if a strategy can be designed and implemented 
that will install or strengthen the ncce.~~ary linkages and ensure rational integration. 

Details of major institutions are given in Annex 5. Those of particular 
significance are: 
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Centre for Agricultural Mech,nisation and Rural Technology CCAMARTEO 

Located in Arusha. CAMARTEC is responsible for development of ideas in 
mechanisation and rural technology, either adapted from imported designs or from local 
initiatives. The Centre provides services to the industry in design, prototype production, testing, 
evaluation, oomponent sourcing and tra 1ning of both producers and users of machinery. 

Tanzania Engineering and Manufactu~.,g DesiJn Organisation CTEMOO) 

Also located in Arusha, TEMDO is in the process of establishment to provide 
more fundamental services to manufacturing industry in terms of precision engineering and 
oor-sultancy on design programs, hu~n resource development and development of physical 
faalities. 

Small Industries Developr.:ent Organisation CSIOO) 

With headquarters in Dar es Salaam, SIOO has a number of branches at regional 
level and is responsible for general developmer.t of small and artisanal industry in terms of 
feasibility studies, financial planning and sourci;ig, marketing, design, training, component 
supply and the organisation of industrial estates. 

Metals & Engineering lndu.'itrial Development A~~iation CMEIDAl 

MEIDA is an association of producers in the metal working sector which has 
been involved with the Ministry of Industry in efforts to rationalise production of both whole 
goods and oomponents for supply to other producers. Some seven members of the Association, 
non-specialist producers of a wide range of commodities, have contributed to meeting demand 
for hand tools and ploughs. 

3.9 Infrastructural Context 

The country's industrial infrastructure was installed in the 1970s under a major 
industrialisation program supported by socialist countries in eastern Europe and Asia. Due to 
poor maintenance, much of this infrastructure has deteriorated. Production plant is worn and 
unproductive. Services, particularly transport and communications, are in need of rehabilitation. 
Electricity supply is deficient and unreliable. However, projects are now in hand in many areas 
to rehabilitate and expand industrial infrastructure. Road and rail networks and equipment are 
being rehabilitated. The electricity distribution system i'i being overhauled. Present generating 
capacity is about 400mw, two thirds of which is from the hydro-electric sector which is capable of 
considerable expansion. The country also has sources of coal, gas and mineral ores and there has 
been some discussion of the establishment of steel production from local resources. An AMIS 
support program would therefore take place in an environment of infr !Structural improvement. 
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Problems 
to be 
Addressed 

Diagram3_2 

Importance of AMIS in Tanzania 

Policies 
Adopted in 
Response 

Mechanism 
to be 
Used 

--------·-~~ 

Constraints 
to be 
Addressed 

Measures 
to 
Use 

---------------------------------------------------------

low GDP/cap E.conomic Mobilise Resources 

($210) growth, especially resources -human E.ducation 

agricu!ture -financial Aid programs 

High external Structural IMF/IDA Pricing& Liberalise 

debt : scarce adjustment SAP marketing pricing& 

foreign exchange systems marketing 

Negative trade Stimulate Expand output Raise farm 

balance exports &qualityof gate prices 
export crops 

Low 
productivity 

F.xpand agro-based Create 
industry strategy 

for 
mechanisation 

Substitute Shortage of 
imports farm power 

F.xrand ox 

Low nutritioual Increase train:ng 

level output of 
food crops 

Fall!ng output Low usage of &tension 

of agriculture good tools of technology 

per capita and machines 

Low rural Stimulate Implant new, See Table 4.1 lndicati~e 

prosperity rural expand existing Constraints Program for 

industry & industry to AMIS Development 

agriculture eg-AMI of AMIS 

-------------· ... -----------------·---------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------
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3.10 Importance of AMIS in the Tanzanian F.conomy 

The importance of agriculture to the Tanzanian ccC'nomy is described in 
paragraph 3.7 above and further illustrated in Diagram 3.2. Agro-based industries account for 
55-60% of manufacturing value added and employ 75% of the labour force in the manufacturing 
sector. Other industries such as mining hold some promise for future development but. in the 
immediate hture. expansion of agricultural output appears to provide the best means of 
resolving two of the most important problems facing the Tanzanian eoonomy: 

Standards or living, particularly in rural areas. h2ve declined in terms of per 
capita food production; agriculture has stagnated. 

Excessive external debt has accumulated because exports have consistently 
failed to support the heavy program cf imports needed to produce industrial 
growth. 

Agricultural productivity is low. Because 85% of cultivation is based on hand 
tools. the area cultivated is limited and full advantage cannot be taken of other yield-enhancing 
inputs. The change from hand tools to ox ploughs has been found to produce an immediate 
eight-fold increase in area cultivable per farming family. More thorough and timely cultivation 
by this means lead to furtht:r productivity gains through increases in yields pe.- hectare. Further 
improvements can be added by use of appropriate implements such as planters and weeders and 
also b-J the complementary use of improved band tools. Transport is assisted by the provision of 
ox carts. Post-harvest losses may be reduced by better storage and primary processing 
equipment. The development of AMIS, which includes all these elements, is therefore an 
essential component of the expansion of agricultural paoduction required to address the 
problems of increased food availability and increased export earnings descnbed above. 

In addition, as was related above, the AMI system is an important employer of 
both urban and rural labour and makes a considerable contribution to the process of 
diversification of the economy into a wide variety of industrial avenues, adding value locally and 
substituting local products for the imports that would otherwise be necessary. F!nally, AMIS 
provides, in itself, additional opportunities for e1tport income once marketing pr ,gram.'> among 
neighbouring states can be developed. 

An area of concern wh:ch should be addressed is the profitability of the AMI 
system, particularly in view of the heavy capital investment already made and the cost of its 
upkeep. In a centrally planned system it i.'> not uncommon for costs of operation to be met from 
a central budget, thus distorting the true picture of the benefits of alternative resource 
utilisation patterns. If the market for AMI products is to be liberalised, and especially if export 
marketing is to be considered, the competitive position of these products under a sustainable 
system of production economics will need close attention. 

3.11 Government Objectives for the AMI System 

The investments already made in the public 5ector for farm machinery 
- roduction are witness to the Tanzanian Government's objectives in providing tools and 
quipment for agriculture. The principal objective at present is to consolidate past investment~ 

by removing bottlenecks in the system and by rehabilitating manufacturing plant which is no 
longer fully productive. It i5 considered that overall capacity is sufficient for immediate needs, if 
all plant can be fully utilised (but see paragraph 3.5 above). In addition, research and 
development facilities have been in5talled and arc being developed under international aid~ 
funded programs to improve quality control and production methods and to provide the industry 
with a wider range of products to make, better suited to the farmer's needs as they develop 
·modern farming methods. Expansion of the country's export earning capability is a vital 
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component of the Government's objectives. The AMI system should be considered as a 
potential exporter to markets in neighbouring countries. perhaps in the context of a regional 
policy for integration of resources. 

The current Five Year Plan embodies the official Agriculturai Policy in which 
the following statements relate specif acally to AMIS : 

•The immediate objectives will be the achievement of national food self 
sufficiency, as well as suffacient agricultural output to meet the expanding needs 
of our industrial sector, and to provide export earnings from export crops.• 

•--nothing can alter the fact that the major task is to move the peasant 
farmers from reliance on hand tools to the use of animal or mechanically assisted 
implements - • 

·increasing the output and the efficiency of agricultural production in the 
villages is centr.tl to increased national output•. 

9The move from hand tools to more advanced animal-drawn implements must 
be phased in with any expanded acreage•. 

•it is to reduce the back-breaking labour involved in dependence on the hand 
tY.>e that the Government intends to put so much emphasis on the use of animal 
or other power assisted implements: 

3.1'.2 On-Going Development Activities 

The following projects relate to the AMI system (see Annex 6 for details): 

DP/URT/86/\)27 : Strengthening of lndu.'itrial Management Capabilities 

Project ready for signature. USS4,600 technical assistance to four named manufacturers 
(including National Engineering Company and Mang'ula Mechanical and Machine Tool Co.) 
and four to be named to improve productivity and capacity utilisation of existing plant and train 
staff. 

TF/RAF/87/902: As.'iistance to CAMARTEC 

On-going project to provide technical assistance and equipment to strengthen CAMARTEC's 
capability for design and production of new prototypes and small batches of implements. 
Resident Junior Expert backed by periodic assistance from visiting experts and links to JPI. 
Assistance from UNIDO and Switzerland. 

DP/URT/88/001 : Development of Small Scale Industries 

UNCDF/UNIDO joint project awaiting programming of pre-formulation mission. 

A'i.'iistance to 22 Foundries 

UNIOO sponsored project : USS 1.01 m to rehabilitate 22 foundries including • • • belonging to, 
or serving the AMI system. Project Document prepared for discussion and enlistment of donor 
aid. 
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SI/URT/89/804: Assistance to 111EMI Farm Implement Co. 

UNIDO project : USS31,000 technical assistance to diversify production into new products. 
Approved June 1989. Nominations for training submitted. 

A~istance to TEMDO 

UNIDO sponsored project : USS3.8m ($1.2m IPF + $2.6m bi-lateral) to provide technical 
assistance and equipment to establish precision engine..!ring facilities to support the AMI 
system. UNDP will provide financial support if donors (possibly Japan and Denmark) can be 
found to co-fmance. 

IDA: USS135m: Industrial Rehabilitation and Trade Reform 

Support for the Recovecy program; co-financing under negotiation. 

IDA: USS8.3m : Agricultural Research 

First stage in rehabilitation of tt.: 1~0.arch system. Co-financing under negotiation. 

IDA: US$18.4m : Agricultural Extension 

Rehabilitation of Extension Service. Co-financing (AfDB) under negotiation. 

IDA: US$158.6: Agricultural Reform 

Structural adjustment (pricing) and institutional reform. Under appraisal. 

CIDA/MEDA: Mbeya Oxeni~ation Project 

Administered by the Mennonite Economic Development Associates (MEDA) in conjunction 
with the Regional Development Directorate in Mbeya, the project has established workshop 
facilities in a number of districts and works in association with organisations such as the Uyole 
Agricultural Centre to design, produce and promote ox-drawn implements and animal draught 
farming systems generally. 

Japan: Kilimanjaro Industrial Development Centre (KIDC) 

This project, started in 1981 as part of the Japanese program of assistance to the Kilimanjaro 
region, is basically a training program for blacksmiths. 

In addition to the above, IDA and other agencies have projects in hand for rehabilitation of 
infrastructurai components such as roads and telecommunications, port services and electricity 
supply. Traditionally, bi-lateral assistance has been available from countries such as Sweden, 
Germany, Netherlands and Great Britain for development of small and medium scale industries 
in the metal working sector. Sweden, in particular, has taken special interest in the AMIS and 
has commissioned several studies of the sector in addition to practical assistance. 
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4. PROGRAM JUSTIFICATION 

4.1 Basic Issues 

The program proposed for development of AMIS in Tanzania and laid out in 
Section 5 below is estimated. at this stage. to cost about S3m. of which S2m would be in technical 
assistance. This investment can be justified on the following grounds : 

42 

~ithout a comprehensive program the industry may deteriorate further to the 
point where employment levels are jeopardised and agriculture may be faced 
with the need for massive imports of the tools and equipment needed for food 
production; 

the proposed program would not •J ;,ly rehabilitate physical facilities but would 
establish an institutional base for sel .. -sustaining development in future; 

the proposed program would re-establish annual production to the tune of 8-
10,000 tons. worth a mimmum of S15m at CIF Dar es Salaam import prices of 
which 45-50% would be impllrted raw materials. This suggests that the 
investment of $3m over a 5-10 }ear period could result in improvements to 
AMIS worth. eventually, $7-Bm per year in local value added. 

Problems to be addressed 

The principal problems concerning the AMI system in Tanzania relate more to 
the inability of the present industrial sector to meet the requirements of the market rati.er than 
to lack of industrial investment. Further investment in new factories is therdore not so 
important as the rehabilitation of existing facilities and the reinforcement of linkages which 
would enable the industry to correspond better with the requirements of the market place. 
Details of constraints to AMIS are shown in Table 4.1 and discussed further in paragraph 43. 

4.3 Con!>traints 

The important constraints to development of AMI production are shown in 
Table 4.1 together with details of on-going programs and suggestions for the alleviation of the 
constraints which are further developed as a program of projects in Section 5 below. The 
constraints are identified by "C" numbers which cross refer to the Base Diagram. The references 
in the last column identify project concepts outlined in Section 5 and detailed in the annexes 
shown. The importance of each of the basic types of constraint is estimated in the paragraphs 
4.3.1 to 4.3.4 below as a percentage effect on production. In Section 5, however, the percentage 
effect of removal of these constraints has been globalised at 25% for the technical assistance 
projects to avoid overstatement of probable re.~ults. Major constraints may be cla~sified under 
the following headings: 

4.3.1 Institutional Requirements 

All the necessary basic institutions required to supp'lrt th! AMI system exist 
already in Tanzania but they exhibit a general lack of co-ordination an,• managemen: weakness. 
The program therefore includes projects designed to produce better .~a-ordination between 
these institutions, to enable them to provide a better service to both pmfocers and consumers 
of AMI products and to plan future development of a wider range of implements appropriate to 
the requirements of agriculture. Improvements to the institutional framework would add, 
possibly 5-10% to AMIS output in the short term but on the 5-10 year horizon would produce a 
much greater effect through the development of new models and the resolution of technical 

· problems. 
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43.2 Raw Material and Component Supplies 

A major constraint to the AMI system is shortage of raw m:· .erial and 
components. To a large extent this is due to a chronic shortage of foreign exc~.ange which is 
unlikely to be resolved in the short term. At present those enterprises which do maintain 
production are acquiring raw mat.::rials through commodity aid programs linked to various forms 
of technical assistance and this is necessarily only a short term palliative. The strategy suggested 
is an in depth assessment of the raw material and component supply situation with a view to 
rationalising requirements as far as possible and providing the government with well 
documented justification for accurately defined import plans designed to make the best use of 
scarce fo1dgn exchange. Armed with adequate justification it is expected that a better 
alignment of Government policies related to industrial development and foreign exchange 
allocation will be achieved. In addition rationalisatior. of component supply to maximise the use 
of local industrial production will benefit industry as a whole. Projects have also been included 
in the program to maximise the use of locally available scrap in production of steel profiles for 
AMI production. Alleviation of these constraints would pro::tuce an immediate effect, increasing 
AMIS output by 15-20%. Once other constraints have beer. removed the effect would be 
correspondingly greater. 

43.3 Management and Marketing 

The heavy investment in manufacturing facilities in the AMI system in Tanzania 
has not been matched by parallel development of management and marketing skills. The system 
of central planning and allocation of output does not include the concepts of market research, 
marketing or salesmanship. Consequently there is no mechanism whereby production can be 
demand-led or whereby accumulated stocks can be sold by marketing promotion techniques. 
The concept of planning and implanting a management system to take advantage of trends 
towards a market oriented economy needs to be tackled if AMIS is to become more responsive 
to the needs of agriculture and more efficient in its use of resources. The program therefore 
includes management and marketing training projects designed to prepare the AMI system for 
the future and to enable it to take advantage of parallel projects for rehabilitation of its 
infrastructure. Successful implementation of this program in alleviating these constraints, and 
assuming parallel success in improving the supply of raw materials and bringing plant up to full 
productivity, would increase AMIS throughput by a further 15-20%. 

4.3.4 Plant Productivity 

AMI producers in Tanzania are reported to operate at 60%, or less, of design 
capacity. A variety of factors arc involved including such problems as raw materials and 
marketing which are dealt with in this report. One important factor is the condition of the 
production plant. Machinery is worn. Maintenance has suffered from lack of repair parts. 
Rehabilitation of plant, particularly at UFI; perhaps less at Mwanza which is newer, would 
permit the reinstalement of the 40% of capacity now unobtainable but only if, at the same time, 
the other constraints to productivity were to be removed. 
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TABLE 4.1 

lllOICATIVE PROGRAM FOR AMI II TAllZAIUA 

TABLE OF CQllSTRAllTS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
COIPQllEllT I I 
ITEM I 

c llO 1 
I 

CQllSTRAlllTS ONGOlllG 
PROGRAM 

A~IOllS REQUIRED TO 
RELIEVE CQllSTRAllTS 

REF. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

EllVIRONMEllT 

Ministry of 
Agriculture 

Ministry of 
lncklstry 

Financial 
envi ronaent 

c 1 

c 2 

C38 

c 3 
C39 

C36 

c 4 

C18 

c 5 

C20 

c 7 

C21 

leek of strategy for f ar11 
mechanisation dewl~t 

Low fanaing incOlle 0- to 
low fana gate prices 

Veale .arketing structure. 
Crop payment delayed 

Deficient extension of 
111eehanization technology 

Poor integration of 
institutions supporting 
AMI 

Lack of institutional 
•rket research 

Ueak engineering support 
for AMI developnent 

Poor integration of test 
program 

unattractive investlllent 

envi ronnent 

Lack of finance 

lone 

GOT progr• 
to increase prices 

JOA projef:t for 
Agric rehab. 

None 

None 

None 

Netherlands 
project at 
TEMDO 

UNIDO 
TF/RAF/87/902 

GOT laiR:hing 

new investnient 
code 

I DA/SAP 

1. Assist. G.O.T. to fOl"IUlate 
mechanisation strategy 
2. As~ strategy on the 
bes is of stated policies 

1. MOA project to strengthen 
extension servi.:e 
2. ~rt for CAMARTEC 

1. Strengthen MOl/llDC 
co·ordinating capec:ity 
2. Additional support for 
CAMARTEC 
3. ~rt to Mice TEMDO 
fiR:tional 

1. ~rt for CAMARTEC 
2. Market research project 

1. ~rt for TEMDO 

1. Support for CAMARTEC 

1. lnvestnient studies 

2. Privatisation studies 
3. Manag.-nt studies 

1. See input and distribution 
•ectors 

Annex 3.3 

Annex 3.1 

Annex 3.3 
Annex 3.2 

Annex 3.3 
Annex 3.5 

Annex 3.2 

Annex 3.3 

Annex 3.1~ 
3.15 
Anne11 3.l 

Annex 3.9 

••••••••••• w ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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COIPONENT I I 
ITEM I 

c NO I 
I 

CONSTRAINTS 

Table 4.1 (contd.) 

ONGOING 
PROGRAM 

ACTIONS REQUIRED TO 
RELIEVE CONSTRAINTS 

REF. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!.!!!!!fil 

Raw •terials C6 

C23 

C24 

c 8 

C21 

C~ts C30 

R&D C19 

Tariff policy C17 
C32 

Transport & C13 
COllllUl i cat ions 

C14 

Energy C15 
C16 

Hunan C10 
resources 

C11 

C12 

C22 
C29 

Deficient raw .. terial 
supply 

Deficient procure11ent of raw 
•terials through MDI 

Deficient distribution of r
.. terials in private sector 

Lack of foreign exchange for 
material inputs 

Lack of credit for input 
procure11ent 

Shortage of local c~ts 

Lack of appropriate designs 

High tariff on iqx>rted 
c~ts 

lntel"llittent 
bilateral aid 

Poor transport infrastructure Road/Railway 
projects 

Poor cOllllU\ication 
infrastructure 

Shortage of electric power 
Deficient distribution Distribution rehab. 

Restrictive labour l~islation 

low output from secondary 
schools 

Low quality rutput from 
vocational trainine 

Shortage of skilled workers 

Sporadic 
bi lateral aid 

1. Raw •terial rationalisation 
project 

1. Raw .. terial rationalisation 
project 

Include in distribution 
devel~t project 

Rationalise raw .. terial 
procure.ent 

Include in raw .. terials 
rationalisation project 

1. Rationalise ca.ponent 
supplies 

See c 5 

1. Policy issue 
2. Rationalization studies 

1. Pol icy issue 

1. Strengthen vocational 
trainine 1y1te111 

Amex 3.6 

Amex 3.6 

Annex 3. li 

Annex 3.6 

Annex 3.8 

Annex 3.8 

Annex 3.7 

··························································-······························································ 
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Table 4.1 (contd.; 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMPOllENT/ I c NO I IDISTRAINTS 
ITEM I I 

I OICOlllG 
I PltOG1Wt 

I ACTIOIS REQUIRED TO 
I RELIEVE COllSTRAlllTS 

REF. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROOUCTIOI 

COllpOnef\t 

S\4]ply 

H1.mm1 

resources 

Managellent 

Marketing 

Production 
mnagement 

Quality 
control 

PROOUCT 

C25 

C26 

C27 

C28 

C33 

C31 

C41 

DISTRIBUTION C35 

C34 

4.4 

Poor aV11ilabil ity ..t quality UlllDO Project 
of castings 14>9r.ting 22 

tow.tries 

Lack of production skills Sporadic 
bilateral input 

Lack of ~t skills UlllDO ~t 
training project 

Lack of .. rketing skills 

Production equii:-ent in poor SIDA project at 
condition ZZK 

Poor ~lity control 

Deficient product range 

Poorly developed distribution 
network 

Lack of finance for 
inventories 

Alternative Strategies 

1. Possible .xtitional project for 
co-ordination into systea 

1. lnplant training packages 
2. ~t training 

1. Management seainars 
2. lnplant training 

3. Study tours 
4. Marketing training 

1. Rehabilitation studies 
2. Rehabilitation project 

1. Quality assurance as part 
of unagenent project 
2. Study availability of 
""'lity control equipment 

1. See C18 and C 4 

1. Project to strengthen Mol 
2. Distribution study 

Include in distribution 
study 

Various strategies have been considered for the development of AMIS in 
Tanzania but two factors stand out: 

Emphasis in Government policy on development of animal draught systems as 
the most effective means of development of peasant farming which is expected 
to remain the basic agricultural system in Tanzania; 

The heavy investment already made in production plant for hand tools and 
animal draught equipment. 

The question of the mos~ beneficial product mix cannot be resolved immediately. 
Firstly, the concept of market research needs to be implanted in order to gain a more accurate 

·knowledge of real demand. Secondly, management of the AMI producers needs to be trained in 
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marketing and production management concepts in order to allocate and manage resources in 
the most efficient way to meet market needs. Once some progress has been made along these 
lines. various alternative product mixes may be evaluated in the light of a better appreciation of 
the costs and return! mvolved. 

As suggested above (para 3.5), it may be that better returns on investment could 
be cbt:!ined hy moving ;tway frnm r:h~ap hanrl tnnl~ to concentrate on animal draught and 
tractor drawn implements. A more economical source for hand tools may be found in China. 
Tractor drawn implements cost, today, about $3,000 per ton CIF Dar es Salaam. Given the 
estimated demand shown in Section 3 above, it may be profitable to make these in Tanzania and 
the plant at Mwanza was established partly for dais purpo.se. However, given the paucity of data 
on AMIS at this stage. it is suggested that these choices should be kept under review until such 
time as an a coherent strategy for mechanisation can be elaborated. 

Given the embryonic level of institutional support for AMIS, the consLraints 
presently felt throughout the system and the Government's policy emphasis on animal draught 
technology it would seem to be more sensible to oonccntrate efforts during the next five years, at 
least, on establishing a firm institutional base for AMIS, on satisfying the Government's aims 
regarding the oxenisation of the peasant farming base and on alleviating the more important 
constraints facing the industry before attempting to tackle the more sophisticated requirements 
of tractor powered agriculture. With this 111 mind, the program described in this report is 
designed to place AMIS in Tanzania on a firmer base from which decisions may be made with 
more confidence and from which plans may be launched for future development. 

Strategies for the development of the AMI system may also be examined in 
relation to the four main product lines: 

Hand Tools 

There is probably sufficient capacity in the system for manufacturing the 
principal hand tool, the hoe, in various versions, for the next 10 years but quality 
needs to be improved and specific types needed in some areas (tanged hoes in 
the Southern Highlands, for example) should be included in industrial 
production as well as production in the artisanal sector. If other hand tools, 
principally machetes axes, are included, the capacity of the system will be 
insufficient to meet potential demand by the end of lhe decade. In ad.::it!on a 
number of tools such as cane and sisal knives could be added and improvements 
to research and development institutions should widen the range to include such 
items as weeding and planting tools. It is not suggested at this stage that 
additional manufacturing capacity should be considered. For one thing the 
advance of animal draught cultivation may reduce the demand for hand tools 
and, also, the purchasing power of the market is still suspect. 

Animal Draught Implements 

The major emphasis in government policy for mechanisation i~ in the increase of 
animal draught tillage. It is in this area where the greatest need lies for 
immediate improvement of the range and quality of production and the eventual 
increase in productive capacity. To some extent additional capacity may be 
generated by a decrease in demand for hand tools. Otherwise it is suggested that 
additional quantities should be imported, preferably from within the PT A and 
regional strategies should be designed with this in mind. 
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4.5 

Tractor Drawn lmpk!Hnts 

The future for tractor powered mechanisation in Tanzania is unclear, and is 
presently in its formative stages where locally assembled Valmet tractors and 
imported tractors coupled with imported implements from the PT A are meeting 
demand. Although the Tables in section 3 indicate a requirement for both 
tractors and imolements. this is based onlv on maintenance of the current 
intensity of mechanisation over an increased cultivated area. In principle, the 
major farming systems in Tanzania will not support tractor powered 
mechanisation and the demand for tractors will reflect mainly development of 
industrial crop production. During the recent past, tractor sales were evenly 
divided between state farms and co- operative hire units, both of which market 
sector.; have a doubtful future. A more successful form of raulti-farm use may 
develop from the emergent commercial farming sector through commercial 
hiring as a means of offsetting purchasing and operating costs for the individual 
farmers concerned. Also, overseas investment in plantation, or estate agriculture 
(tea, coffee, sisal or sugar, for example) is beginning to produce a revival of this 
market sector and is leading to the importation of tractors and equipment as part 
of the investment package. Attempts to produce tractor drawn implements have, 
so far, floundered on the shortage of appropriate technology and skills in 
Tanzania. These may be developed through the implementation of the program 
suggested in this report but, in the meantime, it is suggested that tractor drawn 
implements should be sourced on other countries in the PTA and that Tanzanian 
resources should be concentrated on mass production of hand tools and animal 
draught implements. 

Small Process Machines 

At present small quantities of machines such as mills, shellers and pumps are 
made locally, mostly by multi-product companies in the metal working 
industry rather than by other AMI producers. This is an area for development 
once design and development facilities are stronger and marketing skills have 
been improved. The·removal of constraints such as raw material supply and 
component availability would also help this sector. 

Situation at end of Program 

The proposed program is designed for implementation during the period 1990 to 
2000 after which it is anticipated that the developments stimulated by the program will have 
become self-sustaining. In particular it is expected that, as a result of the program: 

(a) Tanzania's requirements for hand loo's and animal draught implements and 
some small process machines will be met mainly from local production. Thi:. 
implies an increase in self sufficiency in hand tools and animal draught 
implemenL'i from about 80% in 1990 to 100% by 2000, be met by restoration of 
productive facilities to full design capacity. About half the requirement for 
tractor drawn implements would be met from local production by 1990. 
Production of small process and post-harvest machines would be substantially 
increased; 

(b) The capacity already present in Tanzania for AMI p~oduction will be fully and 
profitably utilised; 

(c) The Tanzanian AMI products will meet standards of quality and price enabling 
them to complete satisfactorily in the region; 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Agricultural needs for new types of equipment will be capable of satisfaction 
through the services of research and development institutions in Tanzania and 
translation of new designs into industriol or artisanal production; 

The relationship between industry and government with regard to ownership 
structure. legislative environment. labour relations and foreign exchange 
requirements will be based on mutual understanding of each others needs and 
co-operation to take maximum advantage of the opportunities for profitable 
development; 

The developments implanted by the program will be self- sustainable thus 
ensuring continuity of the development process. 

Intended Benefaciarics 

The proposed program is national in scope so intended beneficiaries would be: 

(a) Tanzanian farmers and rural communities in respect of the availability of 
adequate supplies of good quality competitively priced AMI products; 

(b) Tanzanian producers of AMI products in respect of full understanding of 
immediate and developing market requirements. in respect of enhanced 
capability for meeting those requirements and in respect of the additional 
revenues and profits which would be available for re-investment in the 
development of AMIS; 

(c) Tanzanian workers in the AMI and related industries in respect of improved 
employment opportunities and acquisition of ~dditional skills; 

(d) The rural women of Tanzania in respect of availability of better implements and 
small machines designed to relieve drudgery and release human resources for 
social development; 

(e) The Tanzanian economy in respect of the value added by increased mdustrial 
production. local substitution of costly imports. better utilisation of local 
resources. enhanced agricultural production and the possibility of increased 
export performance from both the agro-industrial sector and AMI itself. 
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5. INTEGRATED DEVEWPMENT PROGRAM 

5.1 Proeram Framework 

The AMI system in Tanzania is characterised by large scale sunk investments in 
production facilities which are no longer fully operative and at the same time a severe lack of 
management and marketing skills roupled with weak linkages between producer and ronsumer. 
The Pro .... ...,-~ p"ogran1 i.:: -'-pi·g---' ·- ..... m ...... •'---..t .. r..-irnriPc: hv-~ a· ~ ~ I~ ~v •'- • ...._~, .... - --··-·-··-·-- - J .. 

5.2 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Strengthening the capacity of. and integration between. the institutions already 
present in the area of research and development; 

Establishing a market research base for the industry as well as rationalising 
marketing and distnbution systems; 

Researching and rationalising the provision of raw materials and components 
both within and outside the rountry; 

Rehabilitating production facilities where possible; 

Adding missing links in the production process; 

Assistance to the vocational training institutions and providing training as 
required in connection with the above paragraphs or as a separate output. 

Promm Objectives 

The basic objective of the proposed program would be to increase the volume of 
farm tools and implements produced in Tanzania in close alignment with the needs of Tanzanian 
farmers and thereby to increase the prosperity of AMIS and expand employment opportunities 
for workers in the industry. These objectives are quantified in Table 5.1 below. Each project in 
the program is expected to have an incremental effect on output but the full value of that 
increment will only be achieved with the support of other projects in the program. Thus. full 
availability of raw materials would permit some improvement in output but not as much as if 
production plant were also to be brought up to full working capacity. Conversely. rehabilitation 
of plant would permit higher output. but only when raw materials are freely available will the full 
value of rehabilitation be realised. Both of these factors can only achieve their full potential if 
management and marketing skill3 are raised to a more effective level. The significance of the 
integrated nature of the program is that while each project has a value by itself, the combined 
value of all the projects acting in unison is greater than the simple addition of the resulLo; of the 
individual projects implemented in isolation. 

Specifically. the proposed program would expect to bring the major AMI 
producers (UFI. ZZK and Mwanza) back up to full design capacity by 1995, to upgrade 
procurement and institutional facilities to add a further 10-15% to overall capacity throughout 
AMIS and thus to meet perhaps 90°95% of demand at that stage. Additional investment in 
complementary production plant together with these improvements in the institutional and 
management environment would enable hand tool and animal draught equipment production to 
keep pace with demand throughout the rest of the decade and would provide for about 50% of 
tractor drawn implement needs by the year 2000. In addition. the increase in management 
capacity would provide a platform from which investment programming beyond the scope of ihe 
present project might be made with more confidence. 

The base line for Table 5.1. estimated current productivity of AMIS. is simply the 
·reported level or output at 60% of rated capacity. This is, necessarily, a simplistic view of the 
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industry. Wide variations in availability of raw materials, electric power, cash or credit in the 
farming community and other such environmental factors have reduced production in some 
years to much less than 60% of capacity. Some factories are less in need of rehabilitation. 
Bilaterally funded projects fielding expert assistance have alrea<!y made progress in upgrading 
performance of some factories. However, the table presents an aggregate view. Once the 
concepts embodied in the program have been studied and the details have been adjusted where 
necessary, the program may be re-valued and disaggregated for application to the institutions 
:md foctcrie; ccncemetl- !f forther im:.Jy.o;i" inrlicatf'5 that the industry is functioning consistently 
at much less than 60% of capacity, then it is probable that the effects produced by the program 
·.viii be correspondingly greater and that the end result may not be very far from that shown in 
the table. 

If efforts appear to be concentrated on the major producers, this is beuuse the 
greatest benefits to the industry as a whole would result from this strategy. However, the support 
for institutional development and, particularly, for raw material procurement and distribution 
would benefit the smaller producers and the informal sector in more or less equal proportion. 
The program, likewise, does not neglect entirely the producers of small post-harvest or 
processing machines such as mills and hullers. These, too, would benefit from the institutional 
support and raw material and component rationalisation and, although more difficult to 
quantify, couid be expected, as a result of the program, to meet, perhaps 30-50% of demand for 
these products by the year 2000. 
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Table 5.1 

Program Objectives by Weight of Product (tons) 

--------------------------------·-·------------------- --------------· 
Description Effect Hand Animal Tractor Total 

% Tools Draught Drawn Weight 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------...... ---- -------------·--

Present Output 5.186 1,694 1,870 9,350 

Program 

1. Technical Assistance 25 1,000 1,000 500 2,500 

Assistance to Mol 
Assistance to TEMOO 
Assistance to CAMARTEC 
Investment Structure 
Market Research 
Raw Mata ials 
Vocational Training 
Component Sourcing 
Management Training 
Marketing Training 
Distnoution Organisation 
Bicycle Transport 

2. Feasibility Studies 
Rolling Mill 
Chain Plant 
ZZKFoundry 

3. Immediate Investment 
Rehabilitation 60 3,000 1.500 1,250 5.750 
-UR 
-ZZK 
-Mwanza 

Total Production 1995 9,786 4,194 3,620 17,600 

Expected Demand 1995 8.500 4.150 6.211 18.861 

Balance 1,286 44 -2.591 -1,261 

4. Eventual Investment 
Rolling Mill 500 500 1,000 

Chain Plant 1,200 1,200 
ZZKFoundry 100 100 200 

Total Production 2000 9,786 5,994 4,220 20,000 

Expected Demand 2000 9.700 5.650 7,9(-R, 2JJ18 

Balance 86 344 -3,757 -3,318 
----------·---·------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------·-··· ............ 
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53 Technical Assistance Projects 

The following technical assistance projects have been designed to alleviate 
constuints in the AMI system: 

53.1 Assistance to the Ministry of Industry 

Recent trends towards a more market-oriented economy have introduced 
concepts of management with which the Ministry of Industry staff are not altogether famiiiar 
and a better understanding is needed of the integrated approach on which this program is based. 
A project is proposed whereby the ability of the Ministry of Industry to support industrial 
development may be strengthened. .Essentially the project would consist of specialised training 
packages to be introduced through a series of inter-active seminars. Cost: $190,000 

53.2 Assistance to TEMDO 

The basic support to the manufacturing industry which this institution should 
provide has been attenuated by slow establishment of the institution. A project is proposed to 
strengthen the operation of TEMOO so that it may realise its potential in basic support to the 
AMI system. Cost : $48,000 

533 Assistantt to CAMARTEC 

UNIDO is already providing technical assistance to this institution but further 
strengthening of management capabilities would improve the authority of the institution and its 
rate of progress in developing new and more appropriate implement designs. Cost : $48,000 

5.3.4 Ownership Structure 

Increased involvement of private capital in the AMI system will require adequate 
analysis of opportunities and constraints to facilitate the attraction of investors. The proposed 
project would establish a basis for the analysis of investment opportunities and the presentation 
of proposals to investors. Cost : $48,000 

53.5 Market Research 

A serious constraint to the AMI system is a lack of market information. 
Although market research is normally a function performed by each individual manufacturer 
and provision is made in the program to train AMI producers in this field, it is suggested that 
an immediate project at institutional level to establish a statistical platform for the AMI system 
would permit more rapid development at this stage. Cost: $48,\IOO 

5.3.6 Raw Materials 

Foreign exchange constraints have produced a condition of penury in supply of 
raw materials to the AMI system. A project is proposed to provide technical assistance to the 
industry in rationalising its raw material requirements with a view to making it easier for the 
g~ernment to allocate adequate foreign exchange resources. Cost : $290,000 

5.3.7 Training 

A low level of skills has been reported in a variety of manufacturing and 
management vocations in the AMI system. A project is proposed which would assess the 
vocational training system as a whole a.~ it affects the metal working industries and which would 
subsequently generate sub-projects to alleviate specific areas of low output. Cost: $16,000 
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53.8 Component Supply 

AMI manufacturers should be able to obtain a reasonable proportion of 
bought-in components from local industry but at present component supply is seen as a 
constraint. A project is proposed to study and assess component supply opportunities and to 
design a rationalisation process to overcome some of the constraints. Cost: $108,000 

53.9 Management Skills 

A UNIDO project has already been mounted to upgrade the management skills 
of a number of EDC companies. A further project is proposed whereby this process may be 
extended within the AMI system. In particular the project would be addressed to the need for 
better production management, cost accounting and plant maintenance in order to equip the 
AMI system for a productive role in a more market oriented economy. Cost : $831,500 

53.10 Marketing Skills 

In addition to the management skills mentioned above (5.3.9) a project is 
proposed which would be address specific.illy to installing marketing concepts and training in 
marketing skills in the AMI system. Cost: $97,850 

53.11 Distribution System 

The distribution system for AMI products should reflect the needs of 
consumers and be capable of anticipating these needs and providing a suitably rapid response. 
A project is proposed which would assess the present distribution system for AMI products 
and would suggest ways in which the system may be strengthened. The project would also 
provide a documentary base for complementary projects which may be needed to acquire 
physical distnoution facilities, such as buildings or truck fleets. Cost: $28,150 

s.:i.12 Bicycle Transport 

In connection with a request to study the possibility of support for the bicycle 
factory and in view of the success achieved elsewhere by the use of bicycle drawn trailers in 
rural transport, a project is proposed which would study and offer recommendations for the 
production of bicycle trailers. The project would also produce a documentary platform for any 
additional projects which may be needed in the bicycle manufacturing sector. Cost: $60,000 

5.3.13 Rolling Mill 

The continuous cast steel foundry produces billets which are only used at 
present for rod production. The addition of ser.tion rolling facilities at the steel foundry would 
permit production of profiles needed by AMI producers which, at present, are imported. A 
project is proposed for a feasibility study for the rolling mill. Cost : $27,150 

5.~.14 Chain Production 

The development of animal draught mechanisation is producing an increasing 
demand for trek chains which, at present, are imported. A project is proposed for a feasibility 
study for the installation of chain production facilities. Cost : $27,150 

5.3.15 Foundry for ZZK 

Hand tool production at ZZ~ leaves a residue of offo;uts of relatively high 



quality material for which no outlet currently exists in Mbeya. A small foundry using electric 
arc melting (and possibly investment casting) could be accommodated in the ZZK complex and 
would produce components for AMIS as well as for other industries in that area. Cost: $27,150 

5.4 Investment Projects 

5.4.1 Rehabilitation or Production Plant 

The three principal AMI producers have bencfitted lrom a heavy investment in 
production plant. Some of this is now worn and needs rehabilitation. In addition, some 
production facilities are lacking : pattern making equipment and heat treatment plant at UFI 
for example. Quality control equipment (additional or replacement) is also required. A global 
project is proposed which would comprise the preliminary surveys, the planning process, the 
procurement and installation of new plant and the rehabilitation of existing plant as a series of 
sub-projects for UFI, ZZK and Mwanza. Cost: $650-800,000 

5.42 Chain Production 

Depending on the results of the feasibility study (5.3.14 above). A project is 
proposed for the installation of a factory to make trek chains. Cost : to be determined 

5.4.3 Rolling Mill 

Depending on the results of the feasibility study !'roposed in paragraph 5.2.13 
above, a project is proposed to install a rolling mill to produce plough beams and blade sections 
for AMI. Cost : to be determined 

5.4.4 Foundry 

Depending on the results of the feasibility study proposed in paragraph 5.3.15 
above, a project is proposed to install a small foundry to utilise scrap offcuts produced by ZZK 
in Mbeya to produce components for AMI and other industries in that area. Cost : to be 
determined · 

5.5 Policy Measures 

Successful implementation of the proposed program and the success of its impact 
on the AMI :;ystem will depend on the correct assessment of Government policies and new 
trends in these policies with particular reference to: 

(a) Foreign exchange allocation If government policy in respect of agricultural self 
sufficiency and the generation of employment opportunities in the 
manufacturing sector are to be achieved, parallel policies which provide for 
adequate raw material supply to the AMI system will need to be formulated or 
re-assessed; 

(b) Employment In the context of employment legislation, policy issues which 
hinder effective management need to be addressed in an atmosphere of full 
participation by all the parties affected; 

(c) Ownership Structure The involvement of private capital in manufacturing 
industry has become a part of Government policy. The extent to which the AMI 
system could be assisted by an injection of private capital either in the form of 
joint ventures or straight forward privatisation should be studied. The program 
include.~ a project to thi.~ end; 
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(d) Farm Income Improvements in the mechanisation of agriculture will depend on 
enhancement of the purchasing power of farmers. Government policy in respect 
of prices for agricultural products now tends towards a steady increase of farm 
gate prices which will have a beneficial effect on the AMI system and should be 
maintained; 

(e) Produce Marketing Libernlisation of produce marketing benefits the AMI 
system again by improving farmers income and recent trends in this direction 
should be maintained; 

(f) Tariff Structure The imposition of import duties on raw materials and 
components for the AMI system while whole goods enter at a lesser rate or duty 
free imposes an artificial constraint on development of the AMI system. The 
tariff structure should be assessed with a view to lowering the costs of inputs 
for the AMI system. The possibility of providing some protection for local AMI 
producers against dumping of foreign whole goods may be considered also, 
once adequate quality standards are achieved and on condition that Tanzanian 
AMI can be shown to be competitive. 
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Annex 1 

INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR TIIE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSlRY 

IN TANZANIA 

GENERAL 

COUNTRY INFORMATION 

AREA: 

POPULATION: 

POPULATION GROwnI RATE: 

GDP AT CURRENT PRICES: 

GDP PER CAPITA: 

945,000km2 

23,5 million (1987/88) 

3.3% per year (1987/88) 

Tsh 204.5 billion or USS4,020,000 ( 1986) 
(increasing at annual rate of 0.7% in 1980-1985, 
3.6% in 1986, and 3.9% in 1987) 

USS 210 (1987) 

DISlRIBUTION OF GDP BY SECTOR: Agriculture 59% 

EXCHANGE RATE (OFFICIAL): 

AVERAGE RATE OF INFLATION: 

OUTSTANDING DEBT: 

EXPORTS (f.o.b.): 
IMPORTS (c.i.f.): 

PRINCIPAL EXPORT CROPS: 

LIFE EXPECT ANCY: 

SCHOOL ENROLMENT: 

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES: 

Manufacturing Industry 4% 
Construction & Mining 5% 
Service 32% 

TSh 200 =USS 1(May1990) 

30% per year (1980 - 1986) 

USS 500 million (1985) 

USS 400 million (1988, estimated) 
USSl 200 million (1988, estimated) 

Coffee 
Cotton 
Sisal 

USS 167,1 mn (1986) 
USS 30,9 mn (1986) 
USS 5,4 mn (1986) 

(Male) 51 year (Female) 55 years 

3.2 million ( 1988) 
(enrolment rate about 87% at primary 
level, and 4% at secondary level) 

English and Swahili 
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CURRENT ECONOMIC Sl1UA110N 

Tanzania's current economic crisis began to surface in the 1970s when the growth rate of GDP 
decelerated, and the growth rate of the directly productive sectors (agriculture, industry) 
declined even more dramatically. During the period 1980 - 1985, the volume of economic 
activity increased by an average of only 0. 7% per year. 

Attention in the 1980s turned to the search for ways of rehabilitating the run-down capital 
stock, especially in industry, physicai i11[1&Si.ruci.u1~ and ;igricu!ture. Re-direction of r.ffnrt~ 
towards rehabilitation began in the natii>nal economic survival programme of 1981 - 1982 with 
the focus being on consolidation of overall production and better utilization of existing 
capacity. This focus was narrowed further by the Structural Adjustment Programme (1982 -
1985), with the emphasis being on rehabilitation of existing capacity. The programme did not 
achieve its objectives due mainly to lack of foreign finance. 1986fi!>/, 1988/89 saw the adoption 
of another three year programme called the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP). Its 
noteworthy feature is the intention to liberalise the economy and to encourage the increased 
participation of the private sector and a general reduction of state intervention in the economy 
as well as to rationalize industry and make it more efficient. 

In July 1989 a new Fave Year Development Plan was formulated to complement the ERP. Its 
aim is to increase capacity utilization and to ease the bottlenecks on essential imports. 

As Tanzania entered 1990, inflation was running at 31.2%. The shops are reasonably well 
stocked but the population purchasing power has diminished.However the supply of goods is 
seen as a measure of success of the E.conomic Recovery Programme which began in 1986. 

Important reforms were ir.troduced after Tanzania signed its first agreement with the IMF. 
The main features of these reforms are: 

(1) Devaluation of the Tanzanian shilling 
(2) Increases in agricultural producer prices 
(3) Cuts in Government spending 
( 4) Removal of most price controls 
(5) Improved tax incentives for investment 
( 6) A greater availability of import licenses 
(7) Privatisation 

Foreign aid to Tanzania resulting from these steps amounted to USSl.6 billior1 during the three 
years of the ERP. The foreign debt during this period was c.~timated at USS5 billion which 
represents a 42% increase over its 1986 debt of USS3,5 billion. In December 1988 Tanzania 
debt arrears were about USS881 million. Requests have been made for the rescheduling of the 
bulk of these arrears, while interest repayments now take more than 60% of the country's 
export earnings. 

On paper the IMF and World Bank prescribed reforms arc beginning to show positive results 
with exports increasing and economic growth at about 4.5% compared to a negative growth of 
the early 1980's. The five year development plan aims to achieve 6% economic growth by 1992. 
Howe\rer, western donor countries have been reserved about the state of the economy and 
pressed for further devaluation of the Tanzanian Shilling to the Tsh 200 to USS 1 level which 
has now been a;hieved in May 1990. 

Wrangling on this issue has caused the postponed imp!emcntation of the proposed IMF 
USS350 million Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) which is 4 times more than 
the IMF loan currently available to the Government. The IMF i;; standing firm on the ESAF 
until progress is visible in reslructuring the agricultural marketing boards and co-operatives. 
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One of the serious adverse effects of the devaluation of the Tanzanian Shilling has been the 
effect on fixed salaries. Today, Government officials in senior positions of responsibility are 
earning the equivalent of US$20 per month and, clearly, are unable to make ends meet without 
diverting their attention, time and energies to other forms of income to the detriment of their 
ministerial responsibilities. 

Industry still labours under difficult circumstances of spare parts shortages but performance has 
improved, due largel} to a more consistent supply of electricity. 

Although the business climate has improved over the preceding 12 months and despite the 
liberalization measures in place and intended, meaningful foreign investment is still not 
forthcoming due largely to the absence of the long promised investment code and an alarming 
degree of corruption which has, almost by force of circumstance, permeated almost every aspect 
of every day :iving. 
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Annex 2 

INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR IBE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTHE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

The table below and those that follow provide an analysis of the agricultural industry and 
demand for AMIS products in Tanzania. These calculations are based solely on the estimated 
size and growth of the rural population and the number of farming families involved at an 
assumed average of five persons per famiiy. This is an over-simplification of the needs of 
diverse cultures existing in widely varying agro-ecological zones, producing a range of crops, all 
of which generate a complex diversity of latent or manifest demand for tools and '!quipment. 
However, the calculations do provide a broad measure of the size and scope of the industrial 
sector needed to support agriculture and they thereby provide a platform for further analysis 
and discussion. 

Table 21 

Market Parameters 

Land Area (000 ha) 
Arable Growth Rate (%) 
Arable Area (000 ha) 
Population Growth Rate (%) 
Population (million) 
Agric. Population Growth(%) 
Agric. Population (million) 
Arable Area per capita (ha) 
AraJ,le Area per Family (ha) 
Arable Farm Units (000) 
Arable Area per Tractor 
Tractor Population 

1987 

88,604.00 
5.00 

4,160.00 
3.30 

23.50 
2.50 

19.00 
0.22 
1.09 

3,817.00 
347.00 

12,000.00 

Source: Mission calculation based on: 

Plann<>d arable growth rate of 5% 
Estimatd rural population growth rate of 2.5% 
Agricultural family unit of 5 persons 
Arabic area per tractor unchanged 
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1990 

4,816.00 

25.90 

21.00 
0.23 
1.16 

4,150.00 
347.00 

13,900.00 

1995 

6,146.00 

30.50 

23.00 
0.26 
1.31 

4,696.00 
347.00 

17,730.00 

2000 

7,844.00 

35.80 

27.00 
0.30 
1.48 

5,313.00 
347.00 

22,630.00 
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Annex 3.1 

INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR 11-IE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTHE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical Assistance for the Ministry of lndustrr 

Project for 6 months 

Cost: $190000 

Training 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with Ministry of Industry officials and ;nost of the major AMI producers and the 
ancillary suppliers and primary processors of AMI raw materials during a 21-day mi~ion to 
Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified In Tanzania, after more than 20 years of central planning. the economic 
system is tending to revert to market-oriented free enterprise. The Ministry of Industry, which is 
currently unable to carry out an effective coordinating role, even under the old system, will still 
have a role to play. especially in coordinating the efforts of various institutions cstabF ,cd to 
serve the AMI system. Ministry officials and staff have no knowledge or experience of free 
enterprise systems to guide them and their ability to assist the AMI system is thercf ore 
hampered. This affects, not only the institution( aspect of their work but also areas such as 
allocation of resources and the criteria now needed for value juc!gements. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed :o alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this indu.c;trial sector to play a full 
role in :;upport of Government ·policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objective The proposed project supports government plans to develop 
manufacturing industry for production of farm tools and animal draught implements for 
expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to strengthen the Ministry of 
Industry's capability to align Government objectivc.c; for the production of AMI goods through 
the development of AMI capacity, with the institutional rc.c;ourccs at its disposal. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would comprise a package of training programs designed for application through a 
series of seminars. Staff from institutions controlled by the Ministry of Industry and involved in 
support to AMI (TEMDO, CAMARTEC etc.) would be included in the seminars. Subjects 
would include, for example, such topics as: 

the role of markets. market research and marketing; 

the role of research and development in AMI; 

integration of rc.c;carch and development institutions; 

J-1 



Annex3.1 

integration of reserarch and development into production; 

production planning in a market-Ori(!ntcd economy; 

resource allocation for maximum benefit. 

Project Outputs The immediate output from this project would be an identifiable number of 
trained officers and staff in the Ministry of Industry together with an officially accepted 
documentary plan for the achievement of better integration of the various institutions involved 
in support of the AMI system. A supplementary output could be a training program designed for 
regular use ~ithin the Ministry for staff development. 

Inputs The project would be implemented over a one-year period. utilising the following 
resources: 

Staffing The project would be implemented in two phases. Experts (probably a team of 
two) in institutional organisation would firstly assemble packages of training material to 
be tested for conformity with Government policies. The material would then be 
reproduced and used as the basis of discussion during a series of. say. four two-week 
seminars planned in advance in oooperation with Ministry officials. It is estimated that a 
period of two months would be required ( 4 person-months) for the first phase and a 
further three months (6 person-months) for the organisation and staging of the seminars 
(three weeks per seminar including preparation and assessment). 

Government Inputs Ministry of l:tdustry would provide a Program Coordinator for the 
seminars and second officials in groups for training. Mo& would also provide 
accommodation for the seminars. 

Counterpart Body The project would be located in the Ministry of Industry; the actual 
department or office to be identified during negotiations. 

Allied Projects · The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, to improve management 
and marketing skills in the industry.and to rehabilitate and su!>pplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiari~ The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the institutions expected 
to service the AMI system and producers, both industrial and artisanal, of AMI goods in 
Tanzania with respect to the better support they would receive from the Ministry of Industry 
and with respect to the accelerated development of properly researched new models and types 
of tools and equipment for agriculture. Indirectly. beneficiaries would include the agricultural 
indu.\try and the Tanzanian economy. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion c,f the proposed project the Ministry of 
Industry would be in a better position to assist the AMI system and the institutions involved 
would have a more purposeful plan of action. stronger linkages between them.~lvc.\ and with the 
Ministry on the one hand and the AMI system on the other hand. 

Environmental Impact The project could have a beneficial impact on the environment through 
introduction of environmental concepts in industrial planning into the seminars. 

Role of Women The seminars would be addressed equally to all staff in the Ministry and the 
institutions involved. The cnhanccmenl of mechanisation produced indirectly by the program i\ 
anticipated 10 benefit rural women specifically. 
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Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year-I Year 1 Year2 
Q3 Q4 QI Q2 Q3 Q4 Qt Q2 Q3 Q4 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Preparation mission 
Preparation or material 
Evaluation/Discussion 
Implementation 

x 
xx 

x 
x 

xx 
x 

·-------------------------------------------------

Risks This project runs the risk that the political environment may not progress towards free 
enterprise quickly enough to justify a major effort to re-train the Ministry of Industry officials 
and staff. However. since the seminar approach would be interactive and would include higher 
officials in the planning phase. those exposed to it would benefit at least from a better 
understanding or their current role as well as being prepared for evolution or their tasks towards 
a new economic system. 

Issues to be Addressed The project is designed to align various aspects or Government policy 
such as foreign exchange utilisation and priorities for industrial and agricultural development 
and self-sufficiency. Policy issues to be kept in the forefront or discussion would include 
investment policies, privatisation policies and foreign exchange policies. There would be no 
policy issues conditional to the implementation or the project. 

Budget The following budget is suggested: 

Systems experts 2 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Materials and reproduction 

Total USS: 

: 300 days @ $350 

:6days@S2W 
: 200days@SJOO 

3.3 

105.000 

15.000 
20.000 

50.000 

190.000 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FO~ TIIE Ir-ilEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTIIE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical A~i..-.tance 

Tanzania Engineering and Manufacturing Design Organi..-.ation CTEMDO) 

Project for 3 months. 

Cost:S48000 

Problem Identified TEMOO is currently receiving assistance (USS3.8m) for equipment of its 
facilities but progress in establishing th:_. institution has been slow and may be accelerated if 
attention is paid to training in management skills. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, th•.! 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries. the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible. of local for foreign products. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to strengthen TEMDO's 
capability to interact with other institutions (in conjunction with Project 5.3.1) and, more 
specifically, to strengthen its capability to plan and manage a meaningful program of activities in 
support of the AMI system. 

Project Description The proposed project. which would he located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would comprise a package of management training programs designed to help those 
responsible for running the organi..-.ation to plan, market and manage a program of assistance to 
AMI producers and other institutions (particulalrly CAMARTEC) involvd in the AMI system. 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with Ministry of Industry officials and most of the major AMI producers and the 
ancillary suppliers and primary processors of AMI raw materials during a 21-day mis. .. ior. to 
Tanzania in January 1990. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the institutions for which 
TEMDO is expected to provide a i>crvice. 

Allied Projects The project would be allied to the current project for dcvclopcmr.t of physical 
facilities. It would also be allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes other 
supporting projects de. .. igned to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, to 
improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and to rehabilitate and suppplemcnt 
production equipment. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project TEMDO 
would be in a better position to a~~i~t th~ AMI system and would have a more purposeful plan of 
action. stronj!er li~bgc." wilh other inslilutions and with the rc. .. 1 of the AMI system. 
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Counterpart Body The project would be located in the Ministry of Industry~ as sponsoring 
Ministry for TEMDO. 

Risks This project runs the risk that trained managers may leave TEMDO and thus deprive the 
organisation of needed skills. This risk may be alleviated by including in the management 
training program the subject of training as a management concept with the objective of 
establishing a regular program of staff development. 

Policy Issues to be Resolved There are no policy issues lo be resolved. 

Project Outputs The immediate output from the project would be a realistic management plan, 
formulated by TEMDO management under training guidance, focussed on the maximum 
util~sation of TEMDO resources to carry out a full program of engineering design and 
manufacturing development contracts. The eventual return on this program, under whatever 
costing and pricing system is adopted, would constitute a measure of success for the project. 
Supplementary project outputs would be a management training manual for TEMDO and an 
identifiable number of trained management staff. 

Proiect Inputs The project would be implemented over a three month period, utilising the 
following resources: 

Staffing An international expert in management training would be recruited for aperiod 
of three months. 

Budget The following budget is suggested: 

Management Training expert 
Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Materials and reproduction 

Total USS 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year -1 
Q3 04 Qt 

Proposal~ 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Preparation mis.~ion 
Implementation 

x 
xx 

x 
x 

xx 

: 90 days @ S350 31,500 
: 1 dav @ S2500 2.500 
: 90 days@ SlOO 9,000 

5,000 

Year 1 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Qt 

Year2 
Q2 Q3 Q4 

Environmental Impact The projec! could have a beneficial impact on the environment through 
introduction of environmental concepts in industrial planning. 

Role of Women The training would be addrcs.~d equally to all staff in the Organisation. 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR TIIE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OFTIIE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical ~istance 

Centre for A&Dcultural Mechanisation and Rural Technology CCAMARTEq 

Project for 3 months 

Cost : $48000 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with Ministry of Industry officials, the institutions involved and most of the major 
AMI producers during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified CAMARTEC is currently receiving assistance from UNIOO in the form of 
a Junior Expert providing technological guidance on machine design and small batch 
production. Judging by his reports and by discussion with CAMARTEC, further assistance in 
management training would help to guide the Centre in development of a more meaningful 
program to produce a better flow of designs ready for industrial or artisanal production together 
with publication of regular series of reports on a more formally developed test program. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industrie:;, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to strengthen CAMARTEC's 
capability to interact with other institutions (in conjunction with Project 5.3.1) and, more 
specifically, to strengthen its capability to plan and manage a meaningful program of activities in 
support of the AMI system. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would comprise a package of management training programs designed to help those 
responsible for running the Centre to plan, and manage a program of design, testing and 
development of AMI products. 

Project Output~ The immediate output from the project would be a realistic management plan, 
formulated by CAMARTEC management under training guidance, focussed on the maximum 
utilisation of the Centre's resources to carry out a full program of machinery testing, design 
development and manufacturing contracts. The measure of success for the project will be the 
Centre's output of designs going into successful industrial production, the quantity of test results 
published and the throughput of components and machines manufactured in its workshops 
together with the financial returns from this activity in relation to the Centre's efficiency in 
control of i's costs. Supplementary project outputs would be a training program and manual for 
CAMARTEC staff development and an identifiable number of trained management staff. 
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Project Inputs The project would be implemented over a three month period, utilising the 
following resources: 

Staffing An international expert in agricultural engineering management training would 
be recruited for a period of three months. 

Counterpart Body The project would be located in the Ministry of Industry; as spo11soring 
Ministry for CAMARTEC. 

Allied Projects The project would be allied to the current project for developemnt of technical 
facilities. It would also be allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes other 
supporting projects designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, to 
improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and to rehabilitate and suppplement 
production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the AMI manufacturers in 
respect of a flow of well developed designs of machines ready for manufacture and marketing 
plus reliable batch production of a selection of the bought-in components they require. 

Situation Post-project It is expected thlt on completion of the proposed project CAMARTEC 
would have a purposeful plan of action with a program of tests and design developments and 
stronger linkages with other institutions and with the rest of the AMI system. 

Environmental Impact The project could have a beneficial impact on the environment through 
introduction of environmental concepts in the selection of farm machinery design and industrial 
planning. 

Role of Women The training would be addressed equally to all staff in the Centre and due 
emphasis would be placed on designs for AMI products chosen to improve the quality of life for 
rural women. 

Policy Issues to be Resolved· Policy issues to be addressed (not necessarily conditional to the 
project) are the extent to which CAMARTEC may be commercialised to provide financial 
support for its operations and the question of certification of new designs (or models) for use in 
Tanzania. A further issue to be investigated is whether the Centre's production facilities should 
be used for manufacture of whole goods in competition with industry or specialised componcnL'i 
in support of industry. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Ncgctiation 
Contract signature 
Preparation of material 
Implementation 

Year-1 
03 04 01 

x 
xx 

x 
x 
xx 

Year 1 Year2 
02 03 Q4 01 02 03 04 

Risks The risks accociatcd with this project arc that,~:. ·. '· '!past, design projects arc chosen 
which bear little relation to market demand or are not fe · ·.' ·. -: industrial production and that 

. the.Centre will be hampered by bnogetary constraints. The iu ..... ..;t of risks will be alleviated to 
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the extent that linkages and communication within the AMI system institutional framcv.'Ork will 
be strengthened hy the integrated program and the Centre will then interact better with the 
AMI consumer base and producers. The risk of budgetary con..~traint would be lessened by the 
project if it were to include establishment of a system of license and royalty payments for designs 
transferred successfully to industry and a fee system for tests carried out whereby new models 
(local or imported) arc certified for use in Tanzanian agriculture. 

Budget The following budget is suggested: 

Management Training expert 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Materials and reproduction 

Total USS 

J-8 

: 90 days @ S350 31,500 

: I day @ S2500 
: 90 days@ SIOO 

2.500 
9,000 

5,000 

48.000 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTI-IE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDU~TRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical As.o;istance 

Study of Ownership Structure 

Project for 3 months 

O:>st : $48000 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with Ministry of Industry officials, the institutions involved and most of the major 
AMI producers during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Until now, development of the AMI system in Tanzania has been 
concentrated in a small number of massive, public sector implement factories, an equally small 
number of very small private concerns and a large, but relatively unproductive artisanal sector. 
While productive capacity is theoretically adequate at present, caculations shown in this report 
suggest that if potential demand manifests itself during the coming decade, further investment in 
manufacturing capacity will be needed and, in any case, existing public sector factories need 
some investment in order to restore even their theoretical capacity. The possibility of expansion 
in the artisanal sector towards small scale rural industries also raises the question of investment 
policies. Government is in the process of revising the Investment Code to make it more 
attractive to foreign and local investor::. Partial privatisation of public sector companic.o; has been 
discussed : joint ventures combining additional funding with transfer of technology appear to 
present attractive opportunities for the development of the AMI system. In order to attract 
private investment, however, much more needs to be known about the state of existing industry 
asnd its relationship to market potential. This lack of a data base is seen as a constraint lo 
development of the industry. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this indus.rial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution. where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Project Objectives The objectives of the proposed project would he to make available to 
prospective investors a data base describing the opportunities available for investment in the 
AMI system in Tanzania. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would comprise a study of the AMI system, an analysis of its productive components 
and market potentials and the publication of a report outlining the results in a manner designed 
to assist government and potential investors in decision making processes. 

Project Outputs The immediate output from the project would be a document setting out an 
analysi:; of opportunities for investment in the AMI system. On the assumption that some 
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opportunities will be favourable. the ultimate output from the project would be the investment 
of sufficient capital to enable the industry to meet market demand on a sustainable basis 
through. and beyond this decade. 

Project lnruts The project would be implemented over a three month period. utilising the 
following resources: 

Staffing An international expert in capital finance would be recruited for a period of 
three months. 

Counterpart Body The project would be located in the Ministry of Industry. 

Allied Projects The project would be allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes 
other supporting projects designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI 
system, to improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and to rehabilitate and 
suppplement production equipmenL 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the AMI manufacturers in 
respect of a flow of new capital. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project Government 
will have a clearer idea of where outside investment in the AMI system would be most beneficial 
and investors and aid funding agencies will have a reliable basis of information and projections 
on which to plan their approach to the industry's needs. 

Environmental Impact The project would need to include provisions to ensure the avoidance of 
investments having a negative effect on the environment. 

Role of Women The project would facilitate investment in companies producing implements 
designed to enhance the quality of life of rural women. 

Risks There would be no risks attached to the project as such : investment plans based on the 
results of the project would be for the account of the investors. 

Policy Issues to be Resolved Policy issues to be addressed (not necessarily conditional to the 
project) are the rate at which private capital may be expected to contribute to development of 
the AMI system; concerns about the wisdom of privatisation in some quarters and the 
proportions of public to private ownership desired. The project would serve to clarify such issues 
or to provide. at least, a factual base for their consideration. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Preparation of material 
Implementation 

Year-1 
03 04 01 

x 
xx 

x 
x 

xx 
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Budget The following budget is suggestc1J: 

Management Training expert 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Materials and reproduction 

Total USS 
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5,000 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical A~'iistancc 

Market Research Studies 

Project for 3 months 

Cost : $48000 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with Ministry of Industry officials, the institutions involved and most of the major 
AMI producers during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified The data base for rational development of the AMI system in Tanzania is 
weak. Various reports published during the past ten years give widely differing figures even for 
current demand and few predictions have been made on which development or investment can 
proceed. The demand predictions given in this report arc described as theoretical calculations 
based only on assessment of the probable density of rural population in relation to an arable 
area which may, or may not, increase in line with Government plans. This igno .. es too many 
variables to be a safe guide to detailed investment or production planning and the lack of a 
proper market research study is a constraint to development of the AMI system. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production. the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. Depending on the 
selection of projects from this program and their timing, this project may be subsumed by one of 
the others or may stand alone to serve as a guide to several of the others. in which case it would 
have to precede them. 

Project Objectives The objectives of the proposed project would be to make available to 
production and investment planners a data base describing the opportunities available for 
marketing AMI product-; to each of the various market sectors. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would comprise a study of the farming systems in Tanzania, an analysis of their 
requirements in tools and equipment, an analysis of the procurement potential of the various 
market sectors and a carefully calculated projection of realisable demand for each type of AMI 
product over the coming decade. 

Project Outputs The output from the project would be a market rc.o;earch study giving detailed 
projections for demand for each type of product over the coming decade. A supplementary 
output would be the capability of the Ministry of Industry to make further market studies ::ts 
required in the future. 
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Project Inputs The project ~ould be implc:mentcd over a th~ec month period. utilising the 
follo~ing resources: 

Staffing An int~rnational expert in capital finance would be recruited for a period of 
three months. 

Counterpart Body The project ~·ould be located in the Ministry of Industry. 

Allied Projects The project would be allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes 
other supporting projects designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI 
system. to improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and to rehabilitate and 
suppplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project "'-'Ould be the AMI manufacturers in 
respect of a sound data base on which to plan production and investment in productive 
resources. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project AMI 
management would have a clear picture of anticipated demand and the Ministry of Industry 
would have acquired the technology in market research use to implement the projecL 

Environmental Impact The project would have no environmental impact. 

Role of Women The project would identify market potential for implements designed to 
enhance the quality or life or rural women. 

Ri.~ks There would be no risks attached to the project as such : investment and production plans 
based on the results of the project would be for the account of the AMI producers who would be 
.shown. through other projects in the programme, how to interpret. monitor and adjust their 
activities to a dynamic market research system. This project is a short term measure to establish 
an initial planning base. 

Policy Issues to be Resolved Policy issues to be studied by the project relate to the development 
of a consumer base through improvements in crop pricing and marketing. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Preparation of material 
Implementation 

Year -1 
03 04 

x 
xx 

x 

Year 1 
01 02 03 

x 
xx 
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Budget. The following budget is sug_gL-stcd : 

Capital Finance expert 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Materials and reproduction 

Total USS 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR 11-IE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF 11-IE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical A~istance for Raw Materials Procurement 

Project for 2 years 

Cost : $290000 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
processors of AMI raw materials during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified In Tanzania, AMI producers (and the ancillary industries that serve them). 
whether well established or newly emergent; industrial or artisanal, experience difficulty in 
procuring raw materials. This has been identified as a constraint which, at best, reduces their 
rhythm of production and, at worst, brings them to a complete halt for periods which may run 
into weeks. The causes of this penury in raw materials derive basically from shortage of foreign 
exchange : most of the materials arc imported. Shortage of foreign exchange, in turn begets 
problems associated with its allocation as a scarce resource and the bureaucracy surrounding 
establishment of priorities between and within industrial sectors in the context of a run-down 
centrally planned economy. Despite Government policies which emphasise the importance of 
agriculture, industrial development and self sufficiency in agriculutral inputs, it has proved to be 
difficult to create a mechanism by which industrial prioritie.-; and foreign exchange priorities may 
be aligned to the benefit of the AMI system. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to strengthen the Ministry of 
Industry's capability to align Government objectives for the production of AMI good-; through 
the development of AMI capacity, with priorities for allocation of foreign exchange. These 
objectives would be achieved by improving the planning base and thus clarifying real 
requirements for raw materials, both current and projected, by rationalising sourcing and 
distribution of materials and by establishing the mechanisms whereby this process may become 
self-sustaining. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would entail the employment of local consultants supported by suitably qualified 
experts to produce: 

a study of raw material requirements in relation to planned production of AMI 
goods; 

a report embodying practical suggestions whereby sourcing of each type of 
material may be rationalised within a procurement plan which would make the 
be.-;t use of resources, indicate prioritic.-; and clearly justify allocation of adequate 
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foreign exchange_ The report would take full account of recent trends away from 
central planning towards a more market-oriented system but would 
recognise. at the same time. the principles embodied in Government policies_ 
The report \\'Ould also indicate opportunities for use of local materials such as re
cycled scrap and identity any suplementary projects m.-cdcd to take advantage of 
these opportunities, for eventual consideration and programming_ The 
report would detail methods to be established for regular assessment of demand. 
methods to be established for conversion of demand into orders and supply 
contracts, procurement methods and financing methods to be adopted to ensure 
rational sourcing at advantageous. co:npetitive prices- The report would suggest 
quality standards to be adopted: 

assistance to the Ministry of Industry for implementation of the 
recommendations embodied in the report; 

a system for monitoring progress and provision of further assistance over a 
limited period to help the processes set in motion by the project to become self
sustaining_ 

Project Outputs The project outputs may be measured in terms of an increased tonnage and 
value of raw materials input to the AMI system and by a corresponding increase in system 
outputs. By itself. it should result in a 10% increase in production but coupled wih other projects 
in the program. the project would assist in increasing production by at least 30%, thus raising 
plant utilisation from 50% to 70% of design capacity. A supplementary output would be 
enhanced capacity for management of raw material flows in the Ministry of Industry. 

Project Inputs The project would be implememed over a two-year period. utilising the following 
resources: 

Staffing It is suggested that the project be organised as a joint venture between a local 
agency (TISCO, for example) and imported skils in the fields of metallurgy. economics 
and organisation. The function of the local agency would be. mainly. support and 
monitoring. The total requirement for expatriate skills would probably be ten person
months (see suggested budget, below). The project would play a supplementary role in 
enhancing the skills of the local agency through technology transfer and involvement in 
the study and the implementation process. 

Counterpart Body The project would he located in the Ministry of Industry; the actual 
department or office to be identified during negotiations. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggc.-.ted program which includes a parallel project related 
to component supply and supporting projects dc.-.igned to strengthen the institutional f ramcwork 
for the AMI system, to improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and to 
rehabilitate and suppplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would he the producers. both 
industrial and artisanal. of AMI goods in Tanzania with respect to their supplies of raw material'> 
and their ability to maintain production and meet demand. Indirectly, the project would benefit 
customers for AMI producL'>, the agricultural industry as a whole and thus the basic economy of 
Tanzania. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project the Ministry of 
Industry would he in a better position to assist the AMI system in its raw material sourcing. that 
AMI producers would be able to procure a much higher proportion of their material needs than 
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hilherlo and lhal foreign exchange resources would be more rationally applied to obtain an 
increased supply of raw material" for the AMI system. It is nol suggcstt..-d that lhe project would 
succeed in overcoming all shorlages of raw materials hul lhat il would achieve a major 
impro\'Cmenl in supply. 

Environmenlal Impact The project should have a positive cnvirnmental impact in rationalising 
the use of non-replaceable resources and re-cycling scrap metals. 

Role of Women The project would contribulc lo the programme as a whole and thus to the 
provision of equipment designed to improve the quality of life for rural women. 

Risks The project would only attain its full potential when intcgralcd with other projects in the 
program. To the C.'ttent that other projects arc nol implemenled, the full polential is therefore at 
risk. Nevertheless, gains expected from the project as a free-standing activity would be 
substanitaL Risks arc also attached to the ability of the Ministry of Industry to adopt the 
recommendations produced by the project. The inclusion of monitoring and adjustment 
procedures !n the project design are expected to minimise this risk. 

Policy Issues to be Resolved The project is designed to align various aspects of Government 
policy such as foreign exchange utilisation and priorities for industrial and agricultural 
developemnt and self-sufficiency. However. sectoral allocation of priorities for foreign exchange 
would be an issue needing clarificalion. The extent to which Government can, or will wish to. 
exercise a central planning function such as raw material procuremcnl rationalisation in a 
developing climalc of free entcrpri~ also needs to be addressed. In lhis context, it is suggested 
thal the relationship between external dcbl and foreign exchange earnings will continue. ~uring 
the coming decade. to require central control of foreign exchange utilisation which should be 
enhanced by the project. The third area of Govemmenl policy to be addressed in relation to the 
project is the tariff structure with respect to minimisation of the cost of raw materials to industry 
and the possibility of protection for finished goods produced by the AMI system. 

Implemenlation Schedule 

Activity 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Study mis.'iion 
Report 
Evaluation/Discussion 
Implementation 
Monitoring 
Adju.'itmcnt 

Year-I 
Q3 Q4 

xxx 
xxxxx 

x 

Year I 
QI 02 Q3 

XXlOOOOOC 

xxx 
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Year2 
QI Q2 Q3 

xxx x.oc 

04 
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Budget The fo:lowing budget is suggested: 

Mctalurgist 
Economist 
Systems expert 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Local Support: 

Local travel 

E.quipment 

Total USS 

: Year 1 
: Year I 
: Year 1 
Year 1 
Year2 

:Total 
:Total 

Annex3.6 

90 da\'S @ $350 
30 daVs @ $350 
90 da}-s @ $350 
30 da\'S @ $350 
(i() da}-s @ $350 
6 days @ $2500 
300 days@SlOO 

31.500 
10.500 
31.500 
10.500 
21.000 
15.000 
30.000 

60% of expatriate fees 65,000 

25.000 

40.000 
10.000 

: Vehicles (2) 
Office 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTHE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical .rusistance 

Vocational Training 

Project for 3 months 

Cost : $16000 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with Ministry of Industry officials, the institutions involved and most of the major 
AMI producers during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Vocational training facilities exist in Tanzania but their output of skilled 
personnel to the AMI system is said to be deficient in quality, especially with regard to work 
attitudes. To some extent this may be due to pe::ceived conditions of employment (to be 
addressed by other projects) but there may be constraints inherent in the vocational training 
system itself which could be addressed by technical assistance. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
tipansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically fea-;ible, of local for foreign products. 

Project Objectives The objective.-; of the proposed project would be to identify weaknesses in 
the vocational training system as it applies to AMI and to make recommendations to 
Government for action programmes which would result in a heller flow of trained personnel 
into the AMI system. If necessary, the action programme suggested could be translated into 
further technical assistance projects. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Indu.o;try, would comprise a study of the vocational training system as it applies to AMI and the 
preparation of a report outlining methods by which the quality of personnel gradl•ating from the 
system may be upgraded with respect to skills and work attitudes. 

Project Outputs The output from the project would be a report on the vocational training 
system, possibly some project concepts for further elaboration and, eventually, better availability 
of skilled or basically trained personnel for the AMI system. 

Project Inputs The project would be implemented over a one month period, utilising the 
following resources : 

Staffing An international expert in industrial education would be recruited for a period 
· · of one month. 
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Counterpart Body The project would be located in the Ministry of Industry but would have a 
direct bearing on the Ministry of Education. 

Allied Projects The project would be allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes 
other supporting projects designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI 
system, to improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and to rehabilitate and 
suppplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the AMI manufacturers in 
respect of better availability of recruits to a skilled workforce. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project Government 
would be able to take action to upgrade the vocational training system, either by re-direction of 
effort or by requesting additional assistance in areas where it is deemed necessary. 

Environmental Impact The project would have no environmental impact. 

Role of Women The project would identify potential for skills training equally for men and 
women. 

Risks There would be no risks attached to the project. 

Policy Issues to be Resolved Policy issues to be studied by the project relate to relationships 
between the Ministries of Industry and Education and to the possible need to study conditions 
of employment in the AMI system in relation to existing and possible future legislation. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract sigr.ature 
Preparation of material 
Implementation 

Year -1 
03 04 

x 
xx 

x 

Budget The following budget is suggested: 

Industrial Training expert 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Total USS 

Qt 

x 
x 
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Year 1 
02 03 04 

: 30 days @ $350 

: 1 day @ $2500 
: 30 days@ $100 

Year2 
01 02 03 

10,500 

2,500 
3,000 

16,000 

04 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTHE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical A"sistance for Component Sourcing 

Project for 1 year 

Cost: $108000 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified In Tanzania, AMI producers experience difficulty in obtaining regular 
supplies of locally made components of consistent quality. Castings arc a particular problem but 
this also applies to other goods such as fasteners. In a more general sense this problem is 
demonstrated by a universal complaint that industry is run down because parts (ie components) 
for production or transport equipment arc unavailable. Local availability of components is 
important in the context of foreign exchange shortage : if they are not avaihble locally. they 
have to be imported, competing for foreign exchange with other necessary materials which can 
only be obtained by importation. Local components may also need foreign exchange for some 
proportion of their content but could often be rnade, at least partially, from local materials such 
as scrap. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries. the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Project Objectives The project's objectives would be to make a study, in conjunction with 
institutions such as TEMDO and CAMARTEC, into possibilities for rationalisation of 
component design to make better use of local resources. For example, reduction of the variety 
of nuts an bolts used in manufacture of a plough would facilitate procurement in an industrial 
economy where a wide variety of product has yet to be developed. Again, there may be a variety 
of ploughs competing for the market but if castings arc a problem it may be possible to adjust 
designs so that they all use the same land wheel casting. t~ 'i facilitating procurement. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would entail the employment of local consultants, probably the consultancy services of 
TEMDO and CAMARTEC, supporied by sui1ably qualified international experts to produce: 

a study of component requirements in relation to planned production of AMI 
goods, grouping those components of similar function for rational sourcing; 

a report embodying practical sugg~stions whereby so1Jrc!ng of each type of 
component may be rationalised within a procur~mcnt plan which would make 
the best use of local resources; 

a report identifying constraints to component production among other sectors of 
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industry serving the AMI system with a view to initiating projects for their 
alleviation; 

a system for monitoring progress and provision of further <:ssistancc over a 
limited period to help the processes set in motion by the project to become self
sustaining. 

Project Outputs The project outputs may be measured in terms of an increased utilisation of 
local components. recorded in terms of tonnage or value, and an increase. consequently, in 
production of AMI goods. 

Project Inputs The project would be implemented over a one-year period, utilising the 
following resources: 

Staffing It is suggested that the project be organised as a joint venture between local 
agencies, (TEMDO and CAMARTEC) and imported skills in the field of production 
r.ngineering. The function of the local agency would be design analysis, development 
S'Jpport and monitoring. The total requirement for expatriate skills would probably be 
four person-months (see suggested budget, below). The project would play a 
supplementary role in enhancing the skills of the local agency through technology 
transfer and involvement in the study and the implementation process. 

Counterpart Bodv The project would be located in the Ministry of Industry; probably at 
TEMDO. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes a parallel project related 
to raw material supply and supporting projects designed to strengthen the institutional 
framework for the AMI system, to improve management and marketing skills in the industry.and 
to rehabilitate and suppplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiarie.~ The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the producers AMI goods 
in Tanzania with respect to their supplies of components and their ability to maintain production 
and meet demand. Indirectly, the project would benefit customers for AMI products, the 
agricultural industry as a whole and thus the basic economy of Tanzania. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project AMI producers 
would be in a better position to source components and that production programme.~ would be 
less vulnerable to component shortage. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact ir. rationalising 
the use of lccal resources such as as scrap metals. 

Role of Women The project would contribute to the programme as a whole and thus to the 
provision of equipment designed to improve the quality of life for rural women. 

Risks The project would carry the risk only that problems such as shortages of imported 
materials would be passed on furlhcr down the production chain, further from the direct control 
of AMI producers. This would have to be taken into consideration during implementation of the 
project and other projects in the program may be brought to bear on the vulnerability of the 
AMI system to this type of risk. 

Policy Issues to he Resolved The main policy issue to be addressed would be the mechanism 
whereby suppliers to the AMI system may take advantage of facilities accorded to the system 

. itse!f in respect of its priority position. For example, tariff concessions designed to support the 
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AMI system should also apply to goods imported for re-working and supply hy others into the 
AMI system; otherwise AMI producers would tend to import components which would be better 
produced locally. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Study mission 
Report 
Evaluation/Discussion 
Implementation 
Monitoring 

Year -I Year I 
03 Q4 QI Q2 Q3 04 QI 

xxx 
xxxxx 

x 
xxx 

x 
xxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxx 

Ycar2 
02 Q3 Q4 

Budget The following budget is St;ggested: 

Production Engineer 

Air tickets 
Subsistence 

Local Support 

Local travel 

Total USS 

: Year I 
Year2 

90days@S350 31.500 
30 days @ $350 I 0,500 

3 days @ $2500 7,500 
120 days@ SlOO 12,000 

: I 00% of expatriate fees 31,500 

15.000 

108,00Q 

J-2J 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTIIE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical A~istance for Management Training 

Project for 4 vcars 

Cost : $831500 

Direct A~'iistance j Training 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process ~ncluded 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw componenL'i during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Farm tool and implement production in Tanzania was established on an 
industrial scale in public sector industries in a climate of centrally planned allocation of 
resources. The result has been lack of integration of the industry with its market (except through 
the bureaucratic channels of central planning) and lack of ability to respond to problems. 
challenges and opportunities arising from trends to a more market-oriented, demand-led free 
enterprise system. This lack of knowledge of free enterprise management systems is seen as a 
constraint to development of the AMI system and, even if central planning were to persist, it is 
still a constraint to the resolution of management problems. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral pan of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible. of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inpuL'i (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's objectives would be to provide management personnel, from 
directors to foremen, in the three main AMI producers (UFI, ZZK and Mwanza) with basic 
knowledge of the principles and practices of industrial management under free enterprise 
systems and to develop entrepreneurial skills that have lain latent through the period of central 
planning. In the case of ZZK this process has already begun under a SIDA project and the 
proposed UNIDO project would provide back-up. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would be located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would provide training packages for various levels of personnel in the three main AMI 
producers. The training would be applied by international experts in the fields of production 
management, production economics and industrial training. Although study tours for selected 
individuals would be a feature of the project, most of the emphasis would be on hands-on 
training in plant rather than academic lecturing. It is envisaged that a production management 
expert be seconded to each company (SIDA has already provided one for ZZK) for an initial 

· pcrivd of at least three months and subsequent follow-up visits of varying duration during an 
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::>verall project period of three years. During this period, but, essentially, early in project 
implementation additional expertise would be applied in the fields of economics and personnel 
development (training), again with follow-up visits to consolidate achievement. 

Project Outputs The project outputs may be measured in terms of an increased utilisation of the 
investment in plant, increased throughput and turnover of working capital and increased profits 
in the context of a sustainable operating program. 

Project Inputs The project would be implemented over a five-year period, utilising the following 
resources: 

Staffing The project would be staffed, essentially, with international experts, recruited 
for varying periods_ The possibility of involving local expertise should not be 
overlooked, however, and skilis available from local institutions should be made use of, 
thereby strengthening linkages within the AMI system. 

Counterpart Body The project would be located in the three major AMI producers, UFJ, ZZK 
and Mwanza farm Implements. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. SIDA is already implementing a project in support of 
management and production reorganisation at ZZK. A management expert has been seconded 
for a period of at least two years and technical assistance from Chillington (UK manufacturer of 
hand tools) has also been accorded for improvement of quality control. The results of this 
intervention have been impressive : by selective improvements to production management and 
upgrading only part of the original plant, production has already exceeded the oril;inal (Indian) 
design capacity for some product lines. The proposed UNIDO project would support the SIDA 
initiative and provide continuity if necessary. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct bene'iciaries of the project would be rhe three main producers 
of AMI goods in Tanzania with respect to their ability to respond to challenges and 
opportunities and thereby develop the ability to meet market demand. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project AMI producers 
would be in a better position to take advantage of opportunities, to respond to market needs 
and to meet challenges and resolve production problems. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in introduction 
of environmentally acceptable technology. 

Role of Women Assistance would be equally applicable to female and male staff ard would 
contribute to the programme as a whole and thus to the provision of equipment designed to 
improve the quality of life for rural women. 

Risks The project would be vulnerable to risk of failure only if the quality of expertise offered is 
inadequate or if external conditions made production of AMI goods in Tanzania completely 
unviable. Otherwise, the project would have the effect of making the industry less vulnerable to 
failure by improving its management skills and would thereby reduce risb for other element~ of 
the integrated program. 

Issues to he Addressed Policy issues to he resolved prior to project implementation would be 
the level of autonomy accorded to each company within the structure of the National 
Development Corporation and the freedom of action therefore available to managers 
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undergoi;.g training hy the project. This would set the parameters within which the project 
would be able to function and within which productive resources may be re-structured or re
allocated. 

Implementation Schedule 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Activity Year-1 Year I Ycar2 Year3 Year4 
------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------
Proposals xxx 
Evaluation/Negotiation xxxxx 
Contract signature x 
Support to UA & Mwanza xxxxx xxx xxx 
Support to ZZK xxxxx xxx xxx 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Budgets The following budget is suggested: 

Production Management experts 

r 1duction Economics expert 
Industrial Training expert 

Local Support 
Local travel 

Equipment 
Materials 

Total USS 

: Year 1 
Year2 
Year3 
Year4 

Total 
Total 

12mm@S9050 
12mm@S9500 
12mm@S9500 
6mm@$9500 
6mm@$9050 
12mm@$9050 

: 20% of expatriate costs 

: vehicl~ (3) etc. 
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108,600 
114,000 
114,000 
57,000 
54,300 

108,600 

100,000 
50,000 

100,000 
25,000 

831.500 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENTOFTHE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZA."1IA 

Technical A-.sistance for Marketing Training 

Project for 2 vcars 

Cost:$97850 

Direct As.'Oistance IT raining 

Proiect Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within tt1e AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified The centrally planned natu!"e of Tanzanian industry. particularly the public 
sector enterprises which constitute the major producers of AMI goods. have never been faced 
with the concept of marketing their products : production was allocated to the distribution 
network and producers had no contact with the market. Much of their production was sold on 
"credit" in conditions which made it unlikely that the credits would ever be repaid. The credit 
funds have now beconme exhausted and stocks of implements arc beginning to accumulate at 
manufacturers' premises. If the industry is to develop, the concept of marketing : the integration 
of consumers' requirements and producers' production planning. needs to be implanted. This is 
particularly important at this stage when the central planning concept is starting to revert to a 
more market-oriented, free enterprise system. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program dcsigr.-=d to alleviate 
ccrnstraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial ~ctor to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of lni:al for foreign products. 

Development Ohjectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's objectives would be to provide management personnel with 
skills needed to adopt a marketing aproach to management. The ultimale ohjecive would be to 
enable AMI producers to monitor current demand, make reasoned projeciions. select type." and 
designs of product appropriate to local demand for production and promote these in regular 
dialogue with the market, thus atuning production more closely to demand and making the bc.'Ot 
use of resources. 

Project Description The proposed project, which would he located within the Ministry of 
Industry, would provide training packages for management personnel in the three main AMI 
producers. The training would be applied by international experts in the field of marketing 
training. Most of the emphasis would be on hands-on training in plane rather than ac;idemic 
lectures. This would be achieved by a seric." of short courses (2-3 week) rotated round the three 
producers and SIDO and interspersed with supervised periods during which managers would 
develop and apply practical marketing programs. 
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Project OutpuL'i The project outputs may be measured in terms of an increa.'ied throughput and 
turnover of working capital and increased profits in the context of a sustainable operating 
program. Specifically, the project would produce a minimum of 20 managerial staff trained in 
marketing concepts, a set of r.1crketing plans and action programs for each of the two years of 
the projcc~ period for each of the three main producers plus supervision of the following year's 
planning processes and a marketing manual designed to carry forward the training proccs..'i after 
project completion. An increase in product throughput of at least 10% is anticipated as a direct 
result of the project. 

Project Inputs The project would be implemented over a five-year period, utilising ~he following 
resources: 

Human Resources The project would be carried out, essentially, by one or more international 
experts, recruited for varying periods totalling about ten person months. 

Materials Chiefly training aids and material for local publication of the marketing training 
manual. 

Counterpart Body The project would be locar.ed in the three major AMI producers, UFI, ZZK. 
Mwanza Farm Implements and SIOO. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. The principal component of the program allied to this 
project is a general management training project. The two could be combined but this may 
produce an excessive workload on a weak management structure and, since different skills arc 
involved, a staggered implementation schedule would be preferable. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the three main producers 
of AMI goods in Tanzania with respect to their ability to respond to challenges and 
opportunities and thereby develop the ability to meet market demand. The Small Industries 
Development Organisation would also be included in the project to provide skills to pas.<; on to 
its members in the artisanal and small rural industries sector. 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project A~vfl producers 
would be in a heller position to make decisions on production planning and the best uses of the 
resource.-; at their disposal. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in introduction 
of environmentally acceptable technology. 

Role of Women Assistance would be equally applicable to female and male staff and would 
contribute to the programme as a whole and thus to the provision of equipment designed to 
improve the quality of life for rural women. 

Regional linkages The marketing approach inculcated by the project would assist Tanzanian 
manufacturers to engage in exports to neighbouring countries and thereby achieve another 
major objective of Government policy. 

Risks The project would be vulnerable to risk of failure only if the quality of expertise offered is 
inadequate or if external conditions made production of AMI goods in Tanzania completely 
unviable. Otherwise, the project would have the effect of making the industry less vulnerable to 

.faih.ire by improving its management skills and would thereby reduce risks for other clements of 
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the integrated program. 

Issues to be Addressed None 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year-I Year I Year2 
01 02 03 04 QI 02 03 04 

Proposals xxx 
Evaluation/Negotiation xxxxx 
Contract signature x 
Support to UFl x x 
Support to ZZK x x 
Support to Mwanza x x 
Support to SIDO x 

Budgets The fol10V1.ing budget is suggested: 

Markering Training experts 

Local travel 
Materials 

Total USS 
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x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

: Year 1 7mm @ $9050 
Year 2 3mm @ $9500 

x 
x 
x 
x 

63,350 
28.500 

5,000 
1.000 

97,850 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR TIIE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMEl\'T OF TIIE 

AGRICULTIJRAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Technical A-;."ii."itancc for Di."itrihution Organi."iation 

Project for 2 vears 

Cost : $28150 

Direct Assistance 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
produ~rs of AMI raw C<'mponents during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified The distribution system for AMI products in Tanzania has inheriterl 
weaknesses from its centrally planned and cooperative origins. It lacks an entrepreneurial spirit 
and a marketing approach. Physical distribution is hampered by the poor condition of the 
transport infrastructure. Machinery requiring repair services and maintenance support is poorly 
looked after. These weaknesses have been identified as constraints to the development of the 
AMIS in Tanzania. Farmers do not have a supply network respon..,ive to their needs : neither do 
manufacturers have a system which provides a communicative link to the market place. 
Consumers and producers arc isolated from one another. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program desig11ed to alleviate 
constrainL'i in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable thi.-. industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectivc.'i would be to produce a distribution plan 
for AMI products in Tanzania, to improve physical distribution, especially in remote areas, to 
improve the communication of market information in both directions along the distribution 
chain and to improve availability of service support. A secondary objective would be to improve 
the distribution of raw ma!erials to rural industries and artisans in the AMIS. 

Project Description The proposed project would rccr:. :t a consultant in distribution logistics to 
study the distribution requirements of the AMIS in Tanzania, to analyse the logistical problems 
revealed and to produce a series of documents for use by Government in re-structuring the 
regulatory framework for the system and for elaboration of projects to establish any physical 
facilities needed including warehouses, workshops, parts stores or transport flceL'i in either the 
public or private sector. 

Project Strateity At present, there arc several alternative avenues for distribution of AMI 
·products. The official avenue is via the Regional Trading Corporations anti lhe Agricultural and 
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Industrial Supply Corporation. both in thepublic sector. However. there arc a number of 
commercial distributors and private traders and the AMI manufacturers engage in some direct 
distribution. There is also the Tanganyika Farmers Assocfation (TFA,. a private sector 
cooperative dating back to 1935. Already an important distributor of farm inputs in many areas. 
TFA also imports goods (including AMI products) on its own account and acts as agent for 
overseas suppliers. An objective of the project would be to assess these avenues of distribution 
and to design a distrib;.ition S)'Stem to make the best use of these resources. 

Project Outputs The immediate output would be the report and recommendations mentioned 
above. Ultimately. the project would produce a positive effect as an adjunct to the management 
and marketing training projects in the program. Increased distribution efficiency plus the 
positioning of stocks of product closer to the end users would add 5-10% to the output of the 
industry while improved repair services would increase the life span of implements. 

Project Inputs The project would be implemented over a three month period. utilising the 
following resources: 

Human Resources The project would be carried out. essentially. by an international consultant 
in ~istribution logistics. 

Counterpart Bodv By virtue of iL-. involvement with the rest of the program. the project would 
be located in the Ministry of Industry. However, it would liaise closely with the Ministry of 
Commerce whose Board of Internal Trade is responsible for commodity distribution. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably moie 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. The princip~t components of the program allied to this 
project are the general management and marketing l(aining projects. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the Tanzanian farmers of 
all categories; also the producers of AMI goods with respect to their ability to promote their 
products in the makret place. · 

Situation Post-project It is expected that on completion of the proposed project AMI 
consumers would have the nucleus, at least, of a supply system responsive to their needs. 
carrying stocks of tools and implements tailNed to seasonal demand and local preferences at 
competitive prices in a variety of outlets providing, at least in all but the most remote areas, a 
choice of supply source. Service requirements for implements needing maintenance. repairs and 
a regular supply of parts should also be met once the project has produced the desired effect. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in prolonging 
the life span of re...aurces such as farm imlements. 

Role of Women The project would contribute to thcprogr&im as a whole and would specifically 
contribute to the improved availability in rural areas of equipment designed to improve the 
quality of life for rural women. 

Risks The project would be vulnerable to risk of failure only if the quality of expertise offered is 
inadequate. This risk could be minimised by phased implementation of recommendations 
together with adequate monitoring and control. 

Issue.c; to he Addre~sed The position of the public sector distribution network and Government 
plans for its future (including investment plans) would need to be considered. 
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Implementation Schedule 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year-I Year 1 
QI Q2 

Ycar2 
Q3 Q4 QI Q2 Q3 Q4 

Proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Consultancy period 
Report 
Implementation 

xxx 
xxxxx 

Budgets The following budget is suggested: 

Distribution & Logistics Consultant 
Local travel 

Total USS 

x 
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3mm@S9050 27,150 
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INDICATIVE PROGRA...\i FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDU.>TRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Feasibility Study for Bicycle Transport 

Project for 2 years 

Co.-.t : $60000 

Direct Assi-.tance I Experimental I Pilot 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Two problems lead to the design of this project. Firstly, the management of 
the National Bicycle Mam.1facturing Company has requested in reorganisation of production. 
Secondly, specifically in relation to agricultural mechanisation, the rural transport infrastructure 
has deteriorated to the extent that delivery of agricultural inputs and outputs is jeopardised. 
While major, aid-funded projects have been set in motion to rehabilitate the transport 
infrastructure, the results, for peasant farmers. will not appear for some time. In other countries, 
simple, inexpensive bicycle trailers have been found to answer the majority of transport 
requirements for peasant farmers. A technical assistance project is proposed which would 
develop the concept of the bicycle as a load carrier and provide a platform for a wider 
investigation of the problems assailing the bicycle manufacturer. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production. the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immedi.1te objectives would he to produce acceptable designs 
for industrial production of bicycle trailers, to test market production of. say 100 units in year 1 
and 500 in the second year. The objective would include elaboration of production and 
marketing plans for the following five years. Achievement of these objectives would be 
expected to place the venture on a sustainable, sci-energising basis from then on. 

Project Description The proposed project would recruit a consultant with experience in the 
de.sign and production of bicycle trailers (pos.-.ibly from NGO or Volunteer background) to work 
with CAMARTEC and the National Bicycle Manufacturing Company on the design and 
development to production stage of one or more types of bicycle trailer suitable for Tanzanian 
conditions in various parts of the country. Sesigns would be needed for water and fuel-wood 
carriage as well as transport of agricultural goods (including small livestock). The consultant 
would assist with planning for batch production and marketing promotion. 
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Project Outputs Project outputs would include: 

Project Inputs 

a feasibility study to test the validity of the bicycle trailer production concept 
designs for a range of bicycle trailers 
a successful prototype test program 
a pre-production run of 100 trailers for test marketing 
marketing promotion campaign material 
a market survey on which to baseproduction plans 
an initial production run of 500 trailers 
production plans tor the next two year's output of trailers 
a study of problems currently suffered by the National Bicycle Manufacturing 
Co. to be used as a platform for forther project elaboration outside the UNIDO 
program currently under consideration. 

Human Resources The project would be carried out, essentially, by an international consultant 
in bicycle trailer design in conjunction with CAMARTEC. The project would be led by the 
consultant with support of a ~uitably qualified volunteer for an initial period of 12 months to 
initiate the project. A further period of consultancy would be required during the second year as 
follow-up. 

Materials To ensure smooth ;>rogress, initial quantities of raw materials, sufficient for the 
prototypes and the first 100 trailers, should beprovided by theproject: a total of, say, two tons of 
steel sections and sheet. The wheels would be provided by the National Bicycle Manufacturing 
Co. at cost to the project in local currency. 

Counterpart Body The most appropriate counterpart body would be CAMARTEC in 
conjunction with the National Bicycle Manufacturing Co. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the Tanzanian peasant 
farmers who currently lack transport facilities for marketing their crops or fetching their farm 
inputs. Beneficiaries would also include AMI manufacturers with respect to an additional 
product line. 

Situation Post-project On completion of this project, it is anticipated that Tanzanian 
manufacturers would have access to proven designs for one or more models of lightweight trailer 
suitable for bicycle traction in the rural areas of the country on the basis of a feasibility study 
showing positive benefits. Prototypes would have been tested. Preliminary batches of trailers 
would have been sold. production and marketing plans would be in existence for following years. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in promoting a 
non-polluting transport medium. 

Role of Women Improved transport at village level would aleviate the tasks orten carried out by 
women and children in carrying water, fuel-wood and farm produce. 

Re~ional impact Succe.~c;f ul de.c;igns of bicycle trailers would generate export income. 
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Risks Risks that the trailc1s would be insufficiently durable or of inappropriate design would be 
reduced by continuity of monitoring and adjustment during prototype assessment. during the 
first production run and during the follow-up consuham.')' in the second year. lbe project would 
include provision for operation of a guarantee scheme to promote confidence in the design. The 
basic commercial risks attendant on a new venture would be addressed by the feasibility study 
preliminary to the production phase. 

Issues to be Addressed The main issue to be addressed during product design and market 
research is the feasibility of producing the trailers al a price which. together with di~tribution 
costs, can be met by the peasant farmer (in addition to the cost of the bicycle} :l.itd the 
possibilities of arranging credit. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year -1 Year 1 Ycar2 
Qt 02 03 04 Qt 02 03 04 

Proposals xxx 
Evaluation/Negotiation xxxxx 
Contract signature x 
First Consultancy period xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Design period xxx 
Prototype manufacture & test xxx 
First production run xxxxxxxxxxxx 
First marketing campaign lOOOOCXXXXXXX 

Second Consultancy period 
Second production run 
Second marketing campaign 

Budgets llte following budget is suggested: 

Project leader (consultant) 
Volunteer 
Consultant 
Materials 
Miscellaneous Costs 

Total USS 
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Year 1 
Year I 
Year2 

:3mm 
: 12mm 
: Imm 

27,150 
16,223 
9,500 
5,000 
2,127 
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INDICATIVE PRvGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AG RI CUL TIJRAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Feasibility Study for Rolling Mill 

Project for 3 months 

Cost : $27150 

Direct A~sistance I Feasibility Study 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day m~ion to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified The AMI system in Tanzania is critically short of raw materials such as steel 
profiles which have to be irr.ported against scarce foreign exchange while considerable quantities 
of scrap arc un-utilised or converted into reinforcing bar. The management of the continuous 
cast steel mill which feeds the re-bar plant have netered a plea for provision of a rolling mill to 
enable production of simple profiles such as plough beams and grader blades (used also to make 
plough shares). Feasibility of such an operation would alleviate a serious constraint to the 
development of the AMI system. A feasibility study is required. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Go•,ernment policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansior. of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Ohjectiv~ The project's immediate objectives would be to produce a feasibility study on 
the installation or a rolling mill. 

Project Description The proposed project would recruit a consultant with experience in 
economics and metallurgy to prepare a feasibility study for a rolling mill with a capacity of, say, 
1500 tons per annum, based on partial output from the continuous cast steel mill and making, 
among other products, profiles for AMIS. 

Project Outputs Project output would be the feasibility study. 

Project Ir.puts A consultant metallurgist/economist recruited for a period of three months. 

Counterpart Body The counterpar~ body would be the Tanzanian Steel C.0. 

Allied Projects The project would he of value on its own but would be cf considerably more 
valu~. when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
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desiJ!ned to strenJ!then the institutional framework for thl· AMI system. and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries ll1e direct hendiciaries of the project would ht· the Tan1.anian Stcd Co. 
and AMI producers hendilling from hellt·r acce: .-. to raw materials. 

Situation Post-project On completion of this project, the partin concerned would know 
whether the investment in a rollinJ! mill would he kasihlc or not. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in re-cydinJ! 
non-renewahle resources. 

Risks Risks of wrong conclusions hcing drawn would he reduced hy adequate peer review of tht· 
consultant's report (feasihility study). 

Issues to he Ad<.iressetJ The main issue to he addressed would 'le the sustainahility of the 
proposed rolling mill in relation to the amount of scrap material availahlc and other priorities 
for its use. 

Implementation Schedule To he completed during the first six months of prn.J!nm 
implementation. 

Bude,~~ The following hudgct is suggt:sted: 

Consultant 1mm 27.150 

Total USS 

1-17 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Feasibility Study for Chain Plant 

Project for 3 months 

Cost: $27150 

Direct A~istance I Feasibility Study 

Project Identification This project was identif!ed as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in T~nzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission tu Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Development of animal draught cultuivation in Tanzania implies a need for 
about 150000 trek chains per year which may grow to, say, 250000 in the next ten years, 
representing a demand for about 1200 tons of chain per year. At present, these are imported 
against scarce foreign exchange while quantities of scrap material are available which could be 
used for chain production if appro1-riate plant were to be installed. Chains of similar 
specification would also be used in other agricukltural and industrial applications, for example 
for load binding and sugar cane bundling. A preliminary feasibility study is required. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI sy:;tem in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufac.turing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objective.-; The project's immediate objectives would be to produce a feasibility study on 
the installation of a chain plant. 

Project Description The proposed project would recruit a consultant with experience in 
economics and metallurgy to prepare a feasibility study for a chain plant with a capacity of, say. 
1200 tons per annum, based on conversion of scrap material. 

Project Outputs Project output would be the feasibility study. 

Project Inputs A consultant metallurgist/economist recruited for a period of three months. 

C.ounterpart Body The counterpart body would be the Tanzanian Steel Co. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
value when allied to tbe rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, and to rehabilitate and 
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supplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the potential investors 
(possibly the Tanzanian Steel Co.) and Tanzanian farmers benefitting from better access to a 
local supply of Jood quality trek chains. 

Situation Post-project On completion of this project, the parties concerned would know 
whether iiJte investment in a chain plant would be f easib:e or not. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in re-cycling 
non-renewable roources. 

Risks Risks of wrong conclusions being drawn would be reduced by adequate peer review of the 
consultant's report (feasibility study). 

Issues to be Addressed The main issue to be addressed would be the sustainability of the 
proposed plant in relation to the amount of scrap material available and other priorities for its 
use. 

Imolementation Schedule To be completed during the first six months of program 
implementation. 

Budgets The following budget is suggested: 

Consultant 3mm 

Total USS 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Feasibility Study for Steel Foundry 

Project for 3 months 

Cost:S27150 

Direct A~'iistance I Feasibility Study 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified While a number of foundries exist in Tanzania, (vide UNIDO project for 
rehabilitation of 22 f oundrics) it has been suggested that an additional foundry attached to the 
ZZK implement factory in Mbeya would be beneficial in converting high grade scrap off cuts 
into good quality steel castings for use in AMIS and other industrial sectors. The possibility of 
production of investment castings was also mentioned althou.;h the call for these would he 
largely outside AMIS. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to "lleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production. the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitutior, where economically"feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to test the feasibility of the 
installation of a small steel foundry (say, 200 tons per annum) within •he ZZK complex at 
Mbcya. 

Project Description The proposed project would recruit a consultant with experience in 
cconomic.'i and metallurgy to prepare a feasibility study for a steel foundry with a capacity of. say. 
200 tons per annum, based on conversion of high grade scrap offcuts resulting from implement 
and hand tool manufacture at the ZZK factory at Mbcya. 

Project Outputs Projecl output would be the feasibility study. 

Project Inputs A consultant metallurgist/economist recruited for a period of three months. 

C'..ounterpart Body The counterpart body would be the ZZK implement factory. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of considerably more 
· vahie when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
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designed to strengthen the institutional framework for the AMI system, and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the Zana za Kilimo 
implement factory under whose sponsorship the foundry would be installed and, if this proves to 
be feasible, the AMI system and Tanzanian farmers with respect lo a supply of good quality steel 
castings. 

Situation Post-project On completion of this project, the parties concerned would know 
whether the investment in a foundry of the type suggested would be feasible or not. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in re-cycling 
non-renewable resources. 

Risks Risks of wrong com..lusions being drawn would be reduced by adequate peer review of the 
consultant's report (feasibility study). 

Issues to be Addressed The main issue lo be addressed would be the sustainability of the 
proposed plant in relation to the amount of scrap material available and other priorities for its 
use. 

Implementation Schedule To be completed during the first six months of program 
implementation. 

BudgeLo; The following budget is suggested: 

Consultant 3mm 

Total USS 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AG RI CUL TIJRAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Rehabilitation of Production Plant 

Project for 2 years 

C.ost : $650-800.000 

Dir . Ao;sistance 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed lo 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Production plant in the AMI system in Tanzania, particularly among the 
three main producers. UFI, ZZK and Mwanza, has suffered from shortages of repair and 
maintenance parts due to foreign exchange restrictions and, in consequence, is worn and not 
fully productive. In addition, essential facilities such as a well equipped pattern making shop at 
UFI and heat treatment equipment are missing. In order to take advantage of other project<; in 
the program. designed to upgrade the performance of AMIS and allied projects, such as those 
mounted by UNIDO for foundry rehabilitation and assistance to institutions such as 
CAMARTEC and TEMDO, these production facilities should be rehabilitated. Some plant (for 
example, Mwanza) is more recently installed and may not need immediate rehabilitation to the 
same degree. However, maintenance requirements arc a continual necessity and assistance will 
be required even at Mwanza during the coming ten years. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Governmel'lt policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inpuL'i (farm tools and animal 
draft implement<;) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectivc.'i would be to restore production plant to 
full working order and to add complementary equipment where required to balance production 
facilities. This would add 5-6000 tons of AMI products to current levels of production. The 
longer term objective would be to place plant maintenance on a more secure footing so that 
productivity gains from this and other aspects of the program would be sustainable. 

Project Dc.'icription The propooed project would comprise the following activities 

a series of plant surveys to determine the extent of rehabilitation required and to 
make recommendations for maintenance programs. the specific origins of the 
equipment imply that the surveys should be made by representatives of the 
original suppliers: Chinese at UFJ. Indian al ZZK and Bulgarian at Mwanza; 
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feasibility studies to determine what additional plant is required. For example. 
UFI needs a new pattern shop for their foundry and better heat treatment 
facilities arc needed in this plant at least; 

a procurement phase; 

a rehabilitation phase during which machines arc progressively overhauled and 
returned to service. This would need assistance from the suppliers. This phase 
would include installation of the additional equipment identified; 

a training program conducted by the suppliers to upgrade skills in repair and 
maintenance and to inculcate the correct use and maintenance of the new 
equipment; 

project leadership and training programs on general topics such as parts 
procurement, inventory management and maintenance scheduling. 

Project Outputs F roject output would be: 

rehabilitation of existing equipment; 

installation of new equipment including: 

a pattern .... ,>pat UA 
heat treatment facilities where required 

trained maintenance staff at each plant; 

maintenance schedules and budgets prepared for each plant; 

properly managed inventories of maintenance and repair parts in each plant. 

Proiect Inputs 

Human Resource.~ The project would be led (continuously at first; then intermittently) over a 
three year period by an expert Chief Technical Adviser (CTA) in production plant maintenance. 
Assistance would be sought from original suppliers of the plant in respect of the specialised 
personnel needed to assess rehabilitation requirements and plan the rehabilitation program. 
Additional assistance in the form of short term consultancies would be required for the 
identificat .Jn of additional equipment and for the feasibility stu -tics in support of these 
requirementc;. On the as.c;umption that suppliers inputs would be at their own expense, a total of 
30 person-months of long term consultancy and nine person-months of short term consultancy is 
envisaged. 

Project Equipment Inputs lor pro1cc: operation would include a pickup for the CT A and a 
minimum of officr- equipment including a computer, fax and photo-copying machines. 

Production Eguipment Inputs would include the additional equipment selected tc complete 
production processes. 

Materials Under thi" hc3ding, the project would organise supply and funding for all the parts an 
materials needed for the rr.habilitation proces.c;. 
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Counterpart Body The counterpart body would be the Ministry of Industry through the 
National Development Corporation. 

Allied Projects The project would be of value on its own but would be of consider .. oly more 
value when allied to the rest of the suggested program which includes supporting projects 
designed to streagthen the institutional framework for the AMI system. and to rehabilitate and 
supplement production equipment. The project would also be allied to the UNIDO project to 
upgrade 22 foundries. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the major AMI producer... 

Situation Post-proiect On completion of this project, the major AMI producers would have full 
use of all necessary factory facilities and equipment which would nave been restored to full 
working order and capable of providing reliable service for at least the rest of the decade. 
Factory maintenance serviCt!S would be equipped with the necessary tools and skills to CC'ntinue 
regular maintenance of plant and equipment. Procurement (or production) and inventory 
management of part-; needed for factory maintenance would be on a sound foot:ng. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in providing an 
opportunity to address features of plant operation such as waste or effluent disposal, energy 
conservation and working conditions which affect the local environment and may not have been 
taken into consideration previously. 

Risks The most important risk attaching to the project would be the non-availability of parts for 
obsolete machinery, particularly in the case of UFI and possibly ZZK. In this case, additional 
feasibility studies and alternative strategies would be needed to replace non-repairable machines 
with alternative models or technologies. Other risks might be in delayed arrival of key parts or 
equipment and suppliers (or their government-;) unwilling, or unable to absorb their share of the 
cost of the project. This would affect what might normally be the essentially bi-lateral financing 
of the material inputs for the rehabilitation process. In the event of wholesale changes to 
technology and massive new investment being needed to replace obsolete or un-repairable 
plant, a more profound study would be required to re-evaluate the feasibility of production of 
certain lines of tools or implements. 

Issues to be Addressed The principal issue to be addressed would be the extent to which the 
supplying nations (China, India and Bulgaria) would finance the rehabilitation process and the 
extent, therefore, of other bi-lateral or multi-lateral funding needed. 
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Implementation Schedule 

--------------------·---------·------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Activity Ycar-1 

03 04 
Year 1 

01 02 03 
Ycar2 

04 Qt 02 03 Q4 
-------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Study proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
First Consultancy period (CTA) 
Follow-up Consultancy periods 
Short term consultants 
Rehabilitation studies 
Feasibility studies 
Evaluation 
Negotiations 
Procurement 
Implementation: UFI 

ZZK 
Mwanza 

x 
xxxx 

x 
:xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxx 
xxxxxx 

xxx 
xxx 

xxx 

xx 

DX 

xxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxx 
xxxxxx 

xxxxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxxxx 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Budgets The following budget is suggested: 

Chief Technical Adviser 
Short Term Consultants 
Project equipment 

Total UN assistance 

Factory equipment (to be defined) 

Rehabilitation material (to be defined) 

Total estimated project cost 
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24mm 
9mm 

USS 

228,000 
31,500 
50,000 

309,500 

150-200,000 

200-300,000 

650-800,000 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Chain Production 

Project for 2 years 

Cost:$ ... 

Direct A~sistance 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in January 1990. 

Problem Identified The development of animal draught tillage implies the supply of chains, 
known as "trek chains" used to connect the ox yoke to the plough or other implement. At 
present, such chains are imported, mainly from China although a plant for chain production 
exists in Zimbabwe!. Demand is expected to reach about 1200 tons per year by the year 2000 
(mission estimate) including ancillary uses such as load binding and sugar cane bundling. 
Materials required could be sourced in Tanzania if plant were to be included (or sufficient 
existing capacity found) for conversion of scrap into steel wire of requisite quality. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. the project would be 
based on a feasibility study carried out as part of the technical assistance portion of the 
integrated program. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Proiect Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to install plant for the 
production of trek chains to assist the development of animal draught tillage and substitute local 
production for imported goods. 

Project Description The proposed project would comprise the following activities 

negotiatio11 of investment finance based on the feasibility study; 

appointment of consultants for plant design; 

compilation of tender documents based on specifications outlined in the 
feasibility study; 

procuremer.t procc.~ses under guidelines of whatever agency provides finance; 
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plant installation. commissioning and training. 

Project Outputs Project output would be the plant, complete, commissioned and in pnxluction 
of acceptable quantities of chains of acceptable quality at an acceptable price. 

Project Inputs Consultancy services and production plant. 

Counterpart Body The counterpart body would be the Ministry of Industry through the 
National Development Corporation and possibly the National Steel Company. 

Allied Projects Other projects in the integrated program. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the farmers using animal 
draught technology with respect to a reliable supply of good quality chains and the Tanzanian 
economy in respect of the substitution of re-cycled scrap for imported chains .. 

Situation Post-projt!ct On completion of this project, a regular supply of locally produced 
chains. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in re-cycling 
non-renewable resources. 

Risks Providing the feasibility study covers all aspects of the viability of the venture, normal 
commercial risks would be covered. Eventually, the project faces the risk that accelerated 
development of tractor-powered tillage could diminish the market for trek chains. However. this 
is likely to be a slow enough process to permit the chain plant to diversify into other market 
sectors such as load chains and other products depending on wire bending and welding 
technology. 

Issues to be Addressed The principal issue to be addressed would be the availability of 
entrepreneurial and managerial talent to take up the challenge of establishing this new industry. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year 1 Year2 Year -1 
03 04 QI 02 03 04 QI 02 03 

Study proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Cont&act signature 
Design studies 
Evaluation 
Negotiations 
Procurement 
Installation 
Commissioning & trainin:; 
Production 

x 
xx 

x 
xxxxx 

xxx 

Budgets The following budget is suggc.~ted: 

Consultancy service.~: according to fcasihility study 

Faaory plant: according to feasibility study 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

INTANZANIA 

Rolling Mill 

Project for 2 years 

C.ost: $ ... 

Direct A~sistance 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tanzania in Janu'.!ry 1990. 

Problem Identified Certain steel profiles required for production of farm implements in 
Tanzania are imported against scarce foreign exchange while billets produced from local scrap 
are used only for production of reinforcing bars of relatively low value. The continuous cast steel 
plant wishes to diversify into products of higher value and could produce material suitable for 
rolling into plough beam and grader blade profiles : these being the principal materials used for 
ox plough production. Grader blade sections are cut for production of plough shares. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production, the 
expansion of agriculturally based export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. the project would be 
based on a feasibility study carried out as part of the technical assistance portion of the 
integrated program. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives would be to install plant for the 
production of plough beam and grader blade profiles, using billets produced from scrap by the 
continuous-cast steel foundry. 

Project Dc.~cription The proposed project would comprise the following activities 

negotiation of investment finance based on the feasibility study; 

appointment of consultants for plant design; 

compilation of tender documents based on specifications outlined in the 
feasibility study; 

procurement proccssc.~ under guidelines of whatever agency provide.~ finance; 
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plant installation, commissioning and training; 

Project Outputs Project output would be the pl<snt, complete, commis.'>ioncd and in production 
of acceptable quantities of steel profiles of acceptable quality at an acceptable price. 

Project Inputs Consultancy services and production plant. 

Counterpart Body The counterpart body would be the Ministry of Industry through the 
National Development Corporation and possibly the National Steel Company. 

Allied Projects Other projects in the integrated program. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct beneficiaries of the project would be the AMI producers of 
animal draught implements. 

Situation Post-project On completion of this project, a regular supply of locally produced steel 
profiles. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in re-cycling 
non-renewable resources. 

Risks Providing the feasibility study covers all aspects of the viability of the venture, normal 
commercial risks would be covered. Eventually, the project faces the risk that accelerated 
development of tractor-powered tillage could diminish the market for ox ploughs. However, this 
i.'> likely to be a slow enough process to permit the plant to diversify into other market sectors 
such as components for tractor draught implements. 

Issi.Jes to he Addressed The principal issue to be addressed would be the availability of 
entrepreneurial and managerial talent to take up the challenge of establishing this new industry. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year 1 Year-1 
03 04 01 02 03 

Ycar2 
04 01 02 

Study proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Design studies 
Evaluation 
Negotiations 
Procurement 
Installation 
Commissioning & training 
Production 

x 
xx 

x 

J.3udgcts The following budget is suggested: 

xxxxx 
xxx 

C.Onsultancy services: according to feasibility study 

Factory plant: according to feasibility study 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTIJRAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

Steel Foundry 

Project for 2 years 

Cost:$ ... 

Direct A~'iistance 

Project Identification This project was identified as part of an indicative program designed to 
alleviate constraints within the AMI system in Tanzania. The identification process included 
interviews with most of the major AMI producers and the ancillary suppliers and primary 
producers of AMI raw components during a 21-day mission to Tam .. 1nia in January 1990. 

Problem Identified Zana za Kilimo implement factory has accumulated a !arge quantity of high 
quality scrap which it wishes to conven into iron or steel castings, some of which are required for 
implement production, the balance being marketed to other industries. Theoretically, at present, 
ZZK's scrap is supposed to be transported to the National Steel Co. for conversion but 
transport probiems make this difficult. ZZK is located in Mbeya, remote from other scrap 
converters and remote, also from sources of high quality castings. Feasibility studies may show 
that it would be wonhwhile to convert part, at least of ZZK scrap production on site. 

Project Context The proposed project is an integral part of a program designed to alleviate 
constraints in the AMI system in Tanzania and thereby enable this industrial sector to play a full 
role in support of Government policies concerning self sufficiency in food production. the 
expansion of agriculturally tased export industries, the development of industry and the 
substitution, where economically feasible, of local for foreign products. the project would be 
based on a feasibility study carried out as part of the technical assistance portion of the 
integrated program. 

Development Objectives The proposed project would support Government policies for the 
development of manufacturing industries producing appropriate inputs (farm tools and animal 
draft implements) for the expansion of agricultural production. 

Project Objectives The project's immediate objectives wouk' be to install plant for the 
conversion of scrap steel at ZZK into steel or iron castings and thus provide ZZK and other 
industries in that locality with a reiiable source of good quality castings. 

Project De.'iCription The proposed project would comprise the following activities 

negotiation of investmr,nt finance based on the feasibility study; 

appointment of consultants for plant design; 

compilation of tender documents based on specifications outlined in the 
feasibility study; 
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Anncx4.4 

procurement processes under guidelines of whatever agency provides finance; 

plant installation. commissioning and training. 

Project Outputs Project output would be the plant, complete, comr.iissioned and in production 
of acceptable quantities of castings of acceptable quality at an acceptable price. 

Project Inputs Consultancy services and production plant. 

Counterpart Body The counterpart body would be the Ministry of laadustry through the 
National Development Corporation and ZZK. 

Allied Projects Other projects in the integrated program. 

Project Beneficiaries The direct benefo:iaries of the project would be the ZZK and other 
consumers of castings in that area. 

Situation Post-project On completion of this project, a regular supply of locally produced 
castings in the Mbeya area. 

Environmental Impact The project should have a positive environmental impact in re-cycling 
non-renewable resources. 

Risks Providing the feasibility study covers all aspects of the viability of the venture, normal 
c.ommercial risks would be coverel1• 

Issues to be Addrao;ed The principal issue to be addressed would be the market for castings in 
the Mbeya area and the likelihood of sufficient scrap being available to make the project 
worthwhile. 

Implementation Schedule 

Activity Year -t Year t Year2 
03 04 Qt 02 03 04 Qt 02 03 04 

Study proposals 
Evaluation/Negotiation 
Contract signature 
Design studies 
Evaluation 
Negotiations 
Procurement 
Installation 
Commissioning & training 
Productic,n 

Budeeto; The following budget is suggested: 

x 
xx 

x 

Consultancy services: according to feasibility study 

Factory plant: according to feasibilit) .;tudy 
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Annex 5 

INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR WE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

INSTITUTIONS AND COMPANIES 

LIST OF ORGANISATIONS VISITED ON FIELD MISSION 

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK 
DEVELOPMENT 
POBox9071 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIES AND TRADE 
POBox9503 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
POBox9182 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
USAIDtrANZANIA 
POBox9130 
Dar es Salaam 
T~nzania 

TANZANIA ENGINEERING AND MANUl<'ACTURING 
DESIGN ORGANIZATION 
PO Box6111 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

CENTRE FOR AGRICULTURAL MECJIANIZATION 
AND RURAL TECHNOLOGY (CAMARTEC) 
POBox764 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION AGENCY 
POBox972 
Moshi 
Tanzania 

5-1 

RES EAR Cl I AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
TRAINING 

TRAINING 



KILMANJARO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
P0Box972 
Moshi 
Kilmanjaro 
Tanzania 

UYOLE AGRICULTURE CENTRE 
P0Box400 
Mbeya 
Tanzania 

SOKOINi'.: UNIVERSl1Y OF AGRICULTURE 
P0Box3003 
Morogoro 
Tanzania 

MENNONITE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES 
P0Box89 
Mbeya 
Tanzania 

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
POBox'l.669 
Dai es Salaam 
Tanzania 

NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED 
PO Box 1186 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
P0Bax2474 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVEWPMENT ORGANIZATION 
PO Box 1278 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
POBox 
Moshi 
Tanzania 

S.l.D.O. COMMON FACILl1YWORKSllOP 
PO Box988 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

AFRO COOLING SYSTEMS LIMITED 
P0Box901 
Dar es Salaam 

·Tanzania 
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TRAINING 

TRAINING 

MANUt'ACTURERS 
TRAINING 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTURERS 
SERVICES 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTUREltS 



ALUMINIUM AFRICA LIMITED 
POBox2070 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

AUTO MECH LIMITED 
P0Box4468 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

BARKER AND BARTON (TANZANIA) 
POBox805 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

BURNS AND BLANE (T) LIMITED 
POBox9253 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

COMAFRIC LIMITED 
POBox6673 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

DIAMOND MOTORS LIMITED 
P0Box7847 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

GREYIRONFOU~DRYCO 
PO Box 128 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

KILIMANJARO MACHINE TOOL MANUFACTURING CO 
PO Box 
Mos hi 
Tanzania 

RIDDOCII MOTORS 1987 
P0Box40040 
Uar es !Salaam 
Tanzania 

TANZANIA AUTOMOBILES MANUFACTURING CO LTD 
PO Box7108 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

TANZANIA AUTOMOTIVE TECllNOWGY CENTRE 
P 0 Box 30190 
Kibaha 

·Tanzania 
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MANUFACTURERS 

MANUt'ACTURERS 
SERVICES 

SERVICES 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTURERS 

DISTRIBUTORS 

MANUFACTURERS 
SERVICES 

MANUFACTURERS 

DISTRIBUTORS 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFAl.IUREltS 



TANZi\NIA TRACTORS MANUFACTURING CO LTD 
PO Box4851 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

TAN7.ANIA-ZAMBIA RAILWAY AUTHORITY 
P0Box40160 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

THE TANGANYIKA FARMERS' ASSOCIATION 
P0Box2010 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

THEMI FARM IMPLEMENTS AND ENGINEERING CO LID 
P0Box286 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

UBUNGO FARM IMPLEMENTS LIMITED 
POBox20126 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 
UNITED REPUBLIC OF TAN7.ANIA 
RURAL ROADS MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME 
P 0 Box9231 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

7.ANA ZA KILIMO LIMITED 
. PO Box 1186 

Mbeya 
Tanzania 
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MANUFACfURERS 
DISTRIBUTORS 

ENGINEERING 
SERVICES 

DISTRIBUTORS 

MANUFACTURERS 

MANUFACTUERS 
DISTRIBUTORS 

SERVICES 

MANUFACTURER 
DISTRIBUTOR 
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MAJOR TANZANIAN 

AGRICULTIJRAL MACHINERY MANUFACTIJRERS 

1. UBUNGO FARM IMPLEMENTS LIMITED 
POBox20126 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzama 

Backaround 

Anncx5 

Established in 1968 and started production in 1970 in Government Sector in collaboration with 
China and is a subsidiary of NDC. 

Capital investment : T .sh. 6 million 

Manufacturing Activities 

An agro hand tools and animal-drawn implemcr.ts manufacturing company. 

Product 
--~-~~~~--~--------·~~~ 

Hoes 
Ploughs 
Plough spares 
Grass Slashers 

Land Buildina 
Total area 
Built-up area 

Manpower 
Total 

Materials 
Steel flats for 7000 forgings 

Facilitie.~ 
Machine Shop 
Forge Shop 
Materi~I Te...ling 
Maintenance 
Engineering 

Constraints 
Lack of trained manpower 

Installed 
Capacity 

} 
} 3,600 tons 
} 

2 80,000m
2 35,000m 

650 

Production 
(1983) 

3 046tons 

Imported from Japan & Europe 

Lack of foreign exchange for raw material 

Comment 

Thii; is one of the major plant manufacturing hand tools and animal drawn implement.~ catering 
to th..! domestic demand. The plant is utilired to the optimum level. 
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2 ZANA ZA KAUMO LIMITED 
PO Box 1186 
Mbeya 
Tanzania 

Annex 5 

Background Zana Za Kalimo (ZZK) was established ia Mbcya. Eastern Tanzania as a subsidary 
of NDC in 1974. It hardly started any meaningful production until 1985 when a Swedish 
company MIS GAB-GENSE was appointed in a management contract funded by SIDA Output 
and quality has been rather poor until 1989 when. under new top management, the difficulties 
and constraints were well addressed. 

Manufacturing Activities 

This enterprise has got excellent buildings and facilties including a on-rail materials handling 
overhead crane yard and expansive covered worbheds. housing forges, foundry, machine shop, 
toolroom, pattern shop and training centre. 

Range of products and output for 1989 and forecast 1990 are as follows: 

Product 

Hces 
Slashers 
P/Axes 
W/Barrow 

Manpower 

Total 

1988 

120,346 
4,700 

12,439 
5,923 

245 

1988 

214,210 
6,357 
9,676 
6,220 

Steel Aats for forgings : Imported mainly from Sweden 

Facilities 

Forge Shop 
Paint Shop 
Pattern Shop 

Constraints 

Machine Shop 
Toolroom 
Foundry 

Manpower skills and marketing function (this has been recognised and is being addressed. 
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3. TANZANIA AUTOMOHILES MANUfo'ACTURING CO LTD 
P0Box7108 
Dar cs Salaam 
Tanzania 

Anncx5 

Backeround Founded in 1978. The company's share capital is 90% owned by the Tanzania 
Government (60% NDC + 30% SMC) and 10% is owned by SAAB- SCANIA AB. Sweden. 
The technical management contract is with SAAB SCANIA Production started in 1982. 

Capital investment : T .sh. 50 million. 

Manufacturing Activities 

Vehicle assembly plant for heavy duty trucks. Valmct tractors in collaboration with the 
TRAMA-V ALMET, Finland is also assembled in the same plant to utilise the excess capacity. 

Product 

SAABSCANIA 

Installed 
Capacity 

- Trucks - 8 tons & above 1,200 

1.500 
- Buses-
Tractors Valmet 604 

Land and Building 

Tota' ·rea 
Built-up area 

Manpower 

Total 

Materials 

SKD/CKD kits 

Local content for trucb 

65,000~2 
8,600m 

110 

Imported 

1hi:ti:.tnr. tyrr & ruhe, silenr.er, paint .. 

Local content for tractors 

Radiator, paints. 

Constraints 

Lack of foreign exchange. 

Comment 

Tractors and trucks are being a~,.emblcd with limited local content. 
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Production 
(1983) 

117 trucks 
20buses 
414 



4. ALUMINIUM AFRICA LIMITED 
POBox2070 
Dares~!aam 
Tanzania 

Annex~ 

Background This is one of group companies of NOC with management agent - Comcraft 
Services Limited ~Major), U.K. with share of 62% and private joint sector 38%. Established on 
7th October 1960. It is organised in 6 different prodl•ction units which operate as separate 
companies. 

Manufacturing Activities 

-----------------------------------------------·----------------------------

Product 

(Tones) 
Installed 
Capacity 

---------------------------------------------

(i) Aluco 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Aluminum sheets & circles, 
foils, etc. 

Pipeco 

Galvanised water pipes, tubular 
trusses, fencing tons poles, 
Z-purlins, cut plates etc. 

Galea 

9,000 

9,400 

Galvanised corrugated iron sheets, 
gutters, ridges, etc. 

(iv) Steelco 

Gold rolled steel sheets 75,000 

(v) Steel Cast 

Steel Billets 18,000 

(vi) A~besco 

A~bcstos cement sheets, 
pipes & moulded products 14,000 

Planned Utilization 

55% in 1984 
Manpower 

Managerial/Supervisory 70 
Others 1,130 
Total 1,200 
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(Tones) 
Production 
(1984) 

2,000 

5,400 

22,300 

24,300 

7,700 

4,000 



... 

Facilities 

Hot rolling mill for aluminum 
Pipe plant with slitting line 
Galvanising plant 
Billet casting plant (continuous casting) 
Asbestos cement sheet plant 
Cold rolling mill for steel 

Expansion/Diversification Progrdmme 

Anncx5 

(i) Installation of facilities in Pipeco division for making steel tubing used in bicycles 
manufacturing. manufacture of tractor drawn implements. 

(it) Annealing line for c,Jld rolled steel sheets in steelco division. 

(iii) Expansion of steel cast division with a new rolling mill for Oats & sections. 

(iv) Colour coating line for GCI sheets in Galco division. 

(v) Coil to coil continuous galvanismg of iron sheets. 

(vi) Large diameter steel pipes in Pipeco division. 

(vii) Aluminum extrusion plant in Aluco division. 

Constraints for Exportin& 

(i) Competitions from developed as well as some developing countries. 

(ii) Irregular comm~rcial shipping schedules to foreign markets. 

(iii) High surface transport costs to countrio around the geographical borders of 
Tanzania. 

Comment 

Well organized group exporting to Kenya, Uganda. Zambia. Rwanda, Burrundi. UK. etc. 
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5. SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT ORGANl7.A TION 
POBox2474 
Dar cs Salaam 
Tanzania 

Background 

F.stablished in 1973 

Services 

SJOO provides the following services to small scale industries: 

CommenL~ 

Formulating plants at national. regional and district levels by undertaking survey. 

Providing comprehensive feasibility studies with respect to appropriate lines of 
manufacture.. 

Co-Ordinating with agencies for providing finance and other inputs. 

Providing machinery, equipment and tools on hire purchase as an attempt to 
industrialise rural areas. 

Providing and upgrading skilled personnel through training ~rogramme. 

Providing worksheds and engineering services. 

A~isting in marketing of good~ and also market research. 

Effecting technology transfer both indigenously and from foreign source. 

Providing technical, economic and managerial how-how together with 
consultancy to small swle units. 

Operating a nationwide handicraft development and marketing programmes. 

There are over 5000 small scale industries in the country, employing over 68 000 people and 
possibly 14-20000 metal working artisans. 
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6. CENTREJ:o'ORAGRICULTURALMECllANIZATION AND 
RURALTECHNOLOGY(CAMARTEC) 
PO Box764 
Arusha 
Tanzania 

Anncx5 

Background Established in November 1981 by an act of Parliament and started its operation in 
July '82. Is a merger of 2 separate institution~ formerly known as Tanzania Agricultural 
Machinery Testing Unit (TAMTIJ) and Arusha Appropriate Techr.ology Project (AATP). 

Capital investment : T.Sh. 58 million. 

Functions of the Centre 

The functions of the centre include: 

(i) To carry out applied research, designed to facilitate the designing, adaptation 
and development of machinery and equipment suitable for use in agricultural 
and rural development. 

(ii) To develop and manufacture approved prototypes, components and cultural 
techniques for technologies and evaluate their suitability for local adaptation. 

(iii) To adopt foreign designs of agricultural machinery and equipment to suit local 
conditions of manufacture and maintenance. 

(iv) To perform tests on all types of machinery and equipment intended for use in 
agricultural and rural development in the United Republic and to publish their 
results. 

(v) To conduct short training courses designed to provide practical training and 
knowledge to village communities in the use and maintenance of agricultural 
machinery and other appropriate technology device.~. 

(vi) To offer consultancy servi~es on the designing. testing and other technical 
aspects of agricultural mechanization. 

(vii) To act as the national link with other national and international institutions 
engaged in activities related to the functions of the centre. 

Organizational Structure 

The centre is a parastatal organization under the Ministry of Industries. The running of the 
centre is directed by the Board of Directors under a Chairman appointed by the President of the 
United Republic of Tanzania. The day to day management of the centre is directed by the 
Director General, also appointed by the President. 

There are three Directorates under the Director General, these include: 

(i) Directorate of Technology Development 
(ii) Directorate of Te.~ting and Production 
(iii) Directorate of Extension and Training 

Support services are given by the Finance and administration Division. The above mentioned 
Directorates arc staff cd with profc.~sionals, technicians and artisans. The office of the internal 

· Auditor and Planning fall under the Director General Office. 
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Achievements The centre has a number of proven technologies in the field of agricultural 
mechanization and rural technology which can be adapted for use in various parls of 
Tanzania. The centre can presently offer both centre-based and field training as well as 
consultancy service for the production and use of: 

(i) Farm Implements 
(ii) Rural Transportation: Carts & Components 
(iii) Low-cost House Construction 
(iv) Water: Pun.ps & Storage Systems 
(v) Energy Saving Devices & Designs 
(iv) Publications and Radio Programmes 

7. AUTO MECH UMITED 
P0Box4468 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

Background Established in May, 1984 and jointly owned by Comafric Limited and State Motor 
Corporation of Tanzania. Capital investment T.Sh.62.5 million. 

Manufacturing Activities 

An auto-recon~itioning and rebuilding unit. 

Product 

Engines 
Gear Boxes 
Differentials 
Electric aggregates 
Miscellaneous spares 

Land and Building 

Total area 
Built-up area 

Manpower 

17 acres 
6700 sq. mtrs. 

Managerial/Supervisor 21 
Direct Workers 119 
indirect Workers 81 

221 

Facilities 

Reconditioning Shop 
Testing 
Repair/Maintenance Shop 
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Capacity 

1800nos. 
1200nos. 
1200 nos. 
1200nos. 
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Annex5 

Expansion/Diversification Programme 

Reconditioning, rebuilding. reclamation of auto vehicles. tractors. industrial locomotive and 
marine aggregates and asscmb!ics like engines. gear boxes, differential, auto- electrical, clutch 
assemblies, etc. 

Manufacture of wide range of spares for reconditioning and rehabilitations US S 1,200.000. 

Manufacture of following on regular production basis: 

Shock absorbers and other suspension items: 500,000 pcs. 
Rubber components. 
Transmission gears including power take off units for tractors: 1200 assembled 
sets. 
Automotive springs - I>. •h coil and leaf springs: 20 000 sets. 
Body components 
Gaskets 

Constraints 

Import licence for raw materials and other items. 
Lack of technical manpower. 

Comment 

A good automobile reconditioning plant with ambitious plans to go in for the manufacture of 
automobi!e components for domestic replacement/OE/export to PT A countries. 

8. KILIMANJARO MACHINE TOOL MANUFACTURING CO 
PO Box 
Mos hi 
Tanzania 

Background Joint Inter Government Protocol was signed in 1977 between the Governments of 
Tanzania and Bulgaria wherein Bulgaria agreed to set-up the Machine Tool Plant in Tanzania 
through Machine-Export. Production commenced in September 1983. 

Mapufacturing Activities 

Machine Tool Plant for metal working and wood working machines with progressive 
manufacturing programme. 

Product 

Lathes 
Power Hack Saw 
Bench Drilling Machine 
Column Drilling Machine 
Pedestal Grinder 
Band Saw 
Planer 
Wood Working Lathe 
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Manpower 

Total :250 

Materials 

CKDPacks } 
Castings (Some Local) } 
Electrical } 
Standard Parts } IMPORTED 
Jigs & Fixtures } 
Alloy Steels } 
Paints } 

Facilities 

Machine Shop 
Heat Treatment 
Tool Room 
Engineering Design 

Constraints 

Lack of design and tool design engineers. 

Comment 

Anncx5 

The plant has complete machining facilities. Foundry does not exist and there is no good 
foundry, except Railway's, available in Tanzania. Hence, m0st castings are being imported. 
Since the castings form approx. 80% of the to:al materials, local sources for integrated foundry 
is esse11tial. 

9. NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED 
PO Box 1186 
Dar es Salaam 
Tanzania 

Background 

Founded in 1967 succeeding "Twentschc Overseas Trading Company (TOM)" 

NOC took this as a holding company in 1977. The share holders are: 

National Development Corporation 
Workers Development Corporation 
East of Panayato and Tanzania Investment Bank 

Capital investment : T .sh. 20 million 
Authorised capital: T.sh. 12 million 

Ma'lufacturing Activitie.~ 

It is one of Tanzania's leading manufacturers of structural steel work. It also provides 
en~ineering facilities for ouL~ide work to be carried out in the machine shop, grinding shop and 
f, ,1.mdry. In addition, the company produces a wide range of tanks and containers. It also 
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provides erection and commis.\ioning services. 

Product 

Structural Steel Works 

Manufacture o~ tanks of capacity 
up to 10,000 m and containers 

Manufacture of spare parts for sugar, 
feniliz.er plant, transpon and defence. 

Jobbing orders 

Plant Utilization 

Steel fabrication shop 
Casting Section 
Machine shop 

Land and Building 

60% } 
30% } 
60% } 

Built-up area 40,000sq.m 

Manpower 

Total 

Materials 

Pig Iron 
M.S. Plates, sheets 

Facilities 

Machine Shop 
Grinding Shop 

397 

Imported 
Imported 

Steel Structure and Tank Shop 
Foundry 

Expam;ion/Diversification Programme 

Tees/Elbows as standard product 
Front and rear weight of tractors 
Grinding balls for cement factory-steel casting 

Foundry 

Cast iron and non ferrous 
Manhole covers 
Cast hollow sections for bushc.~ 
Road gullies 
Roll bodies for sisal and sugar factories 

· · Wheels for mining wagons, etc 
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Installed Capacity 

2,000 - 3,000 tons 

in (1984-85) 



Non-ferrous castings 
(Bronze. brass, gun metal alloy and aluminum) 

Planned capacity 

Ferrous 
Nonferrous 

} 
} 

3600 tons/year 

10. TRAILERS AND LOW LOADERS MANUFACTURING CO LIMITED 

Background 

Established in January 1985 
Capital investment: T .sh 102.66 million 

Mar.ufacturing Activities 

It is a trailers manufacturing company with plans for progressive indegenisation. 

Product 
Installed 
Capacity 

High speed trailers 
TPL27-1 

Low Loaders 
(Semi trailers) 
PN32-R 

Agriculture Trailers 
5 tons 
3.5 tons 

Plant Utilization 

60% in 1985 (upto March 1985) 

400 

300 
300 

Land and Building 

Total area 
Built-up Area 

20acres 
6 acres 

Manpower 

ManageriaL'Supervisory 12 
Direct Workers 57 
Indirect Workers 40 

Total 109 

Facilitie.4i 

Fabrication and press shop 
Assembly shop 
Maintenance shop 
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(1984-85) 

140 

Anncx5 
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Constraints 

Lack of foreign exchange for r .iw materials 
Lack of technologicaVenginecring capabilities 

Comment 

Anncx.5 

Presently assembling trailers with imported SKD.'CKD kits in technical collaboration with 
VOZILA GORI CA of Yugoslavia. 
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INDICATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

AGRICULTIJRAL MACHINERY INDUSTRY 

IN TANZANIA 

PIPELINE PROJECTS 

PERTAINING TO A. M. J. 

1. DP/UKT/86/027 STRENGTHENING OF THE INDUSTRIAL 
MANAGEMENT CAPABILmES. US$4600.00 

Objectives 

To improve the productivity and capacity utilization of selected industrial enterprises and to 
provide training. The selected enterprises are: 

The National Engineering Company 
Mang'ula Mech~nical and Machine Tool Company 
Friendship Textile Mill, and 
Polyester Textile Mill 
Additional four enterprises to be selected during the course of the project's 
implementation. 

The Resident Representative authorised to sign the project document on behalf of UNIDO. 

Backstopping Officer/Unit: Mr Farah. 10/IIS/INFR 

2 ASSISTANCE TO THE NATIONAL DEVEWPMENT CORPORATION CNDC) 
IN DEVELOPING A TEN YEAR PERSPECTIVE PLAN 

Official request forwarded to IO on 13 September 1989 for review and substar.tivc comments. 

Backstopping Officer/Unit: Messrs. Buckle and Kopolo, IO!f/MET1ENG 

3. DP/URT/88/001 UNCDF/UNIDO PROJECT FORMULATION MISSION 
FOR THE PROJECT ON THE DEVEWPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE 
INDUSTRIES IN TANZANIA 

UNCDF has suggested a neu:ral pre-forr.1ulation mission lo further conceptualize the project 
before a decision on the exr.cution rc.~ponsibilily is taken. 

Back.~topping Officer/Unit: Ms. Taluy, 10/llS/INFR 
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4. ASSISTANCE TO THE 22 FOUNDRIES, US$ l,010,00 

Objectives 

To reactivate ano up-grade the capacity utilization of the foundries. 

Preparatory assistance document already forwarded to the field. The purpose of the 
preparatory assistance is to defir.e the project elements and the commitment of all the parties 
concerned. The Government has been requested to explore possibility for the eventual 
financing of the necessary raw materiais from the FRG C.Or.1modity Grant. 

Backstopping Officer/Unit: Mr Buckle, IOff/MET 

5. ASSISTANCE TO TANZANIA ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING DESIGN 
ORGANIZATION (TEMOOl. US$3.8 MILLION CUSSl.2 MILLION FOR IPF AND 
US$2,6 MILLION FOR BILATERIAL DONORS) 

Objectives 

To establish physical facilities with pilot and demonstration tool room, forge room and heat 
treatment unit in addition to the existing design unit. To enable TEMBO to provide essential 
precision engineering services to the local industries. 

The UNDP office has confirmed that they would cost share the project if d bilateral donor could 
be identified. Government is to approach the Japanese Government as per the Resident 
Representative's letter of 26 June 1989. The Ministry of Industry has requested the Ministry of 
Finance to process the requesL A reminder cable sent in November 1989. 

Backsiopping Officer/Unit: Mr Kitutaki, IOff/MET 

6. Sl/URT/89/804 ASSISTANCE TO MESSRS. TllEMI FARM IMPLEMENTS 
AND ENGINEERING CO. LTD, USS 31,000 

Objectives 

To assi4it the company in devising a strategy that will enable it to diversify its operations into the 
production of oil squea.ers, decorticating machines, threshers, planters and seeders. 

The project was a • .Jruved for financing under the SIS resources in June 1989. The nomination 
forms for the ~nvisaged training have just been finalised. 

Backstopping Officer/Unit: Mr Gladilov, IOff/ENG. 
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7. MREYA OXENIZATION PROJECT 

PURPOSE 

Tne purpose of the Mbeya Oxenization Project (MOP) is to develop and promote appropriate 
animal-traction technology for smallholder farming systems in the Mbeya Region. 

Specific Obiectives/Outputs 

Develop marketable animal-drawn weeding equipment 
test marketing of 100 pieces of weeding equipment 

Facilitate design, production and marketing of o>.-carts 
test marketing of 25 ox-carts 

Design and test marketing of other ox-drawn equipment 
field testing of 25 units cf three different pieces of equipment 

Promote animal-traction farming systems 
organize extensions seminars and animal traction fairs 
develop a marketing strategy for ox-drawn equipment 

ADMINISTRATION 

MOP is administered by MEDA (Mennonite Economic Development Associates) of Winnipeg. 
Canada in cooperation with the Regional Development Director, Mbeya. Financing comes 
from three sources; the Canadian international Development Agency (CIDA), and ROD, and 
the Canada-Tanzania Counterpart Fund. Office and workshop facilities are located at Zana Za 
Kimimo, Mbeya and Mbozi Districts in collaboration with Kilimo, Uyole Agricultural Centre 
and other organizations. 

The project is staffed as follows: 

Liaison 

Canadian 

Project Director 
Agronomist 
Marketing Advisor 
Gender Issues Coordinator 
Assistant Engineer (Open) 

Tanzanian 

Project Engineer 
Administrator 
Marketing Assistant 
Assistant Gender Issues Coordinator 
Training & Extension Officer 
Extension Coordinator & KILIMO 

Workshop Assistant 
Accounts Assistant 

The project is scheduled to extend up to June 1991. 
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PLAN OF OPERATION 

MOP does not aim to become an ongoing institution -- the goal is rather to work through and 
to strengthen existing institutions. MOP has provision to work with production and marketing 
institutions in the government. pMastatal and private sectors. 

The planned activities include: 

Acquiring samples or potentially useful/saleable equipment from sources in 
Europe. Tanzania. india and other African countries. 

Testing this equipment with farmers in their fields to select and/or modify those 
pieces with the best potential. Develop understanding or current smallholder 
fanning practices. 

Contracting our production of a sufficient quantity or prototypes of each piece 
selected for test marketing. 

Test marketing or prototypes through various marketing channels. 

Review of demand. design. and marketing strategy. 

Negotiations with organizations in the public and private sectors for 
commercially viable production and marketing or promising equipment. 

Facilitate extension, promotion and training through field days, seminars, 
contact farmers, training courses in support or the above process. 

Networking or national and international bodies concerned with animal 
traction. 

Facilitate commercial importation of components not readily available in 
Tanzania. · 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

Office and workshop setup, placement or expatriate team and language study. 

Survey of animal traction use. cropping patterns and socio- economic conditions 
in 18 villages in Mbeya Region 

Importation of sample equipment from U.K., Senegal, Zimbabwe, Canada, and 
collection or Tanzanian equipment (UFI, ZZK, CARMERTEC). 

Study of current weeding practices/perceptions among farmers. 

Extension and training program underway in 14 villages using contact farmers 
for equipment testing and training neighboring farmers. 

Timely weeding demonstrations in six villages and a weeding research program 
with UAC in seven villages. 

A report on Women a11d Animal Traction in Mbeya Region, and plans for 
training and extension for women farmers. Pilot project established with RRM 
for women's group to do road maintenance using oxen. 
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Two Regional marketing workshops held. 

Five demonstrations of MKOMBOZI plough to 350 district extension agents, 
marketing persor.ncl and farmers. 

One ploughing competition/demonstration, attended by 75 farmers. 

One training course for 28 male and female extension agents and one seminar 
for ox-cart builders held in conjunction with Uyole Agricultural Centre. 

Two extension agents trained at draught animal course in Harare. 

The following equipment has been purchased, ;. roduced, tested and/or sold (test 
marketed to date: 

ITEM QUANTilY QUANTITY QUANTITY 
PURCHASED Sv.:...D ON HAND 

MKOMBOZI PLOUGH 102 94 8 
MKOMBOZI HARROW ATT. 11 11 0 
MKOMBOZI RIDGER A TT. 15 14 1 

MOP CULTIVATOR 24 23 1 
INTER-ROW CULTIVATOR 100 34 66 

RIDGERSP 101 38 63 

Pl.ANlER MEALIE BRAND 2 2 0 

CART AXLES 39 38 1 
CARTS 8 5 3 
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